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1.1 G
 ide Loyrette Nouel
worldwide

1.2 G
 ide Loyrette Nouel
in Poland

Gide Loyrette Nouel is a premier international law firm and

Gide Loyrette Nouel was one of the first international legal

the first to have originated in France. Founded in Paris in

practices to open an office in Poland in 1990. Today, the Firm

1920, the Firm now operates from 19 offices in 15 countries.

employs over 50 lawyers and tax advisors in Warsaw and is

It has 650 lawyers, including 103 partners, drawn from 50

frequently called upon to offer legal support to its local and

different nationalities. Gide Loyrette Nouel offers some of the

international clients.

most respected specialists in each of the various sectors of

GLN Warsaw’s clients include financial institutions, banks,

national and international finance and business law. In each

insurance companies, investors, real estate developers,

of its offices in Europe, Asia, North America, and Africa, the

public companies and government ministries.

Firm provides its clients with comprehensive knowledge
of local markets, regional expertise, and the resources of

The Warsaw Office provides a wide range of legal services,

an international law firm.

including:

In any location where we do not have an office, we maintain

QQ M&A,

close relationships with the best law firms in the region. Gide

QQ Banking

is also a member of Lex Mundi, an international network of

QQ Energy,

over 160 other independent firms, each ranking best in its

QQ Real

local jurisdiction. Together, we provide full multi-jurisdictional

QQ Litigation

integrated advice.

QQ Restructuring
QQ Tax

Private Equity and Corporate Law
& Finance

Infrastructure & Public Law

Estate Law
and Arbitration
and Insolvency Law

Law

QQ Intellectual
QQ Labour

Property and New Technologies

Law

QQ Competition

and Distribution Law

QQ Environmental

Protection

Information on Gide Loyrette Nouel
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According to the Polish legal and economic press, GLN has
always been at the top of the law firms in Poland. Recently,
GLN Warsaw has received various awards in the Polish and
international legal rankings:
QQ 2.

place in Polish law firms’ ranking in 2011

Polish Market magazine and Academy of Leon Kozminski in
Warsaw Award 2011
QQ Pro

Bono Law Firm of the Year 2010

Rzeczpospolita Award 2011 in Polish tax advisors’ ranking
QQ Law

Firm of the Year 2010 in Poland

Dziennik Gazeta Prawna Award “for supporting the young
lawyers” in Polish law firms’ ranking
QQ Pro

Bono Law Firm of the Year 2009

Rzeczpospolita Award 2010 in Polish law firms’ ranking
QQ Law

Firm of the Year 2009 in Poland (in 20–50 lawyers

category)
Dziennik Gazeta Prawna Award 2009
QQ Law

Firm of April 2009

Gazeta Finansowa Award “for the advice on the first ever
sale of a state-owned company through an auction” 2009
QQ Law

Firm of May 2009

Gazeta Finansowa Award “for the advice on the largest sale
of bonds in CEE in recent years” 2009
QQ Law

Firm of August 2009

Gazeta Finansowa Award “for the advice on the innovative
project of the PKP railway station modernisation in
Katowice, Poland” 2009
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Foreign investors can conduct business in Poland through

All these types of companies and partnerships can be formed

a subsidiary – company or partnership (see section 2.1), or

by the following categories of investors:

through other types of business entity such as a branch or

QQ foreign

investors from EU, EFTA or EEA member states

a representative office (see section 2.2).

QQ foreign

investors from other countries who enjoy freedom

of economic activity under agreements concluded with EU
and EU Member States
QQ foreign

2.1 C ompanies
and partnerships

investors from other countries than those mentioned

above:
OO holding

the following permits in Poland:

PP settlement
PP residence

permit

permit for a long-term European Community

The Commercial Companies Code dated 15 September

resident

2000 (“Commercial Companies Code”) provides for two

PP residence

permit for a definite period

types of company: limited liability company (“LLC”; Polish

PP residence

permit for a tolerated stay

abbreviation – “sp. z o.o.”) and joint-stock company (“JSC”;

PP refugee

Polish abbreviation – “S.A.”), and for four types of partnership

PP consent

(i.e. registered partnership, professional partnership, limited

PP permit

Joint-Stock Company
Limited Liability Company
Registered Partnership

for a tolerated stay

to reside for a defined period and have been

married to a Polish citizen residing in Poland

partnership and limited joint stock partnership).
Type
of company
or partnership

residence permit

Number of registered
entities (as at
31 December 2010)
9,322
252,411
32,390

Professional Partnership

1,428

Limited Partnership

6,439

Limited Joint-Stock Partnership

1,050

OO enjoying

temporary protection in Poland

OO enjoying

supplementary protection

OO holding
OO family

a valid “Karta Polaka” (“Polish Charter”)

members of foreign investors from the EU, EFTA or

EEA member states, as set out by relevant legislation.
Other categories of foreign investors can incorporate
businesses in the form of (a) a joint-stock company, (b)
a limited liability company, (c) a limited partnership, or (d)
a limited joint-stock partnership, and can participate in such
companies and subscribe or acquire shares in them, unless
provided otherwise in international agreements.

Setting up a Business
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The following sections outline the main steps and procedures

or a legal entity. The only exception is a sole-shareholder

associated with incorporating and operating the various types

LLC, which cannot incorporate an LCC or JSC as the sole

of company and partnership.

shareholder.
From 1 January 2012 it will be possible to incorporate a LLC

2.1.1 L imited Liability and Joint
‑Stock Companies
In practice, LLCs are the most common form of business
organisation for foreign and domestic investors engaging in
business in Poland. The minimum share capital required to

using a standard form of articles of association upon filling
an online application bearing an electronic signature. Once
a company has executed its articles of association or statute,
this company can:
QQ start

operating under its registered name – with the

additional designation ‘company in organisation’ – spółka
w organizacji

establish an LLC is PLN 5,000.

QQ acquire

real estate and other property rights

JSCs are most often used for specific types of business

QQ assume

activity and for specific purposes (for certain types of

QQ sue

business activity, e.g. banking, insurance, this legal form

Please note, however, that a company only acquires the

is compulsory). The structure and operation of JSCs is

status of a legal entity upon entry in the companies register

more complex than that of LLCs. For instance, in the

at the National Court Register.

case of the former, the presence of a notary public is

Shareholder contributions towards the share capital can

required at all meetings of shareholders, and specific due

be made in cash or in-kind. In-kind contributions to a JSC

diligence procedures must be complied with. The minimum

should first be valued by a chartered accountant, though

share capital for a JSC is PLN 100,000. Please note that

management board may be released from this obligation in

shareholders in a company (whether LLC or JSC) cannot be

certain cases.1

held liable for the obligations and liabilities of the company.

Contributions to the share capital of an LLC have to be made

obligations and have rights

and be sued.

in full prior to its registration, whereas only 25% of the share
FORMATION AND REGISTRATION

capital of a JSC must be paid up before its registration. Shares

A company is incorporated by executing its articles of

in a JSC taken up in exchange for an in-kind contribution must

association (LLC) or statute (JSC) in the form of a notarial

be fully paid up within one year after the JSC’s registration.

deed and when all its shares are subscribed for (JSC). Both

Contributions to the share capital of an LLC incorporated

types of company can be incorporated by an individual

through online application can be made only in cash.
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The management board is obliged to file an application to

QQ the

supervisory board

enter the company in the National Court Register within six

QQ the

management board.

months from executing the articles of association or the

The meeting of shareholders and management board are

statute, otherwise the company is dissolved2.

mandatory in both types of company. A supervisory board
is only mandatory for JSCs (see below), whereas LLCs

Corporate bodies

can choose not to establish a supervisory board (with

The standard corporate bodies of an LLC or JSC are:

some exceptions described below) or to establish an audit

QQ the

committee in addition or instead.

meeting of shareholders

No
1

Executing the articles of association or statute
(in the form of a notarial deed)

2

Executing a bank account and lease agreement for the company’s
registered office

3

Paying contributions to the share capital
(in the case of an LLC, the entire share capital must be paid up prior
to the registration of the company)

4

1

Stage

Registration in the National Court Register, the Statistical Office and
the Tax Office2

Timeframe

The statutory period for the National Court Register
to register a company is seven days, but in practice
registration takes an average of three weeks.
Within three days of registration in the companies
register, the National Court Register send ex officio
registration applications to the statistical and tax offices.

As a general rule, in-kind contributions to a JSC have to be audited before their contribution towards the share capital. However, on 5 October 2008, an amendment
of the CCC came into force setting out particular situations where an in-kind contribution to JSC does not need to be audited. According to Article 3121 § 1 of the
CCC, no audit is necessary for non-cash contributions of (a) transferable securities or money-market instruments, if they were valued at the weighted average price at
which they have been traded on the regulated marked over a six-month period preceding the day of making the contribution, (b) non-transferable securities or moneymarket instruments, as long as they were subject to a fair value opinion by the chartered auditor within six months of making the contribution, (c) non-transferable
securities or money-market instruments, as long as their fair value results from the financial statement for the previous financial year examined by a chartered auditor.

2

Since 31 March 2009 the companies are registered with the statistical and tax offices through the National Court Register. Therefore, it is necessary to attach
additional documents to the registration application required by the law for registration with the statistical and tax offices.

Setting up a Business
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Meeting of shareholders

Management Board

In any company, the meeting of shareholders is generally the

A management board consists of one or more members.

ultimate decision-making body. There may be ordinary and

As a rule, management board members are appointed and

extraordinary meetings of shareholders. The management

dismissed by a resolution of the meetings of shareholders (in

board convenes an ordinary meeting of shareholders,

LLCs) or by a resolution of the supervisory board (in JSCs).

which should be held within six months from the end of the

However, this rule can be modified and alternative methods

company’s financial year, in order to deal with the following

of appointing and dismissing members can be provided for in

matters:

the articles of association or the statute.

QQ approving

the annual financial report of the company

The management board is in charge of the day-to-day

QQ approving

the management board report on the company’s

management and representation of the company. The powers of

activities

the management board are similar in both types of companies,

QQ acknowledging

the performance of duties by members of

the company’s corporate bodies
QQ adopting

except that in the case of LLCs, any individual member may
conduct matters within the ordinary course of business.

a resolution on the distribution of profit or covering

the loss (always for JSC, for LLC unless the deed articles of

Supervisory Board and Audit Committee

association provide otherwise)

A supervisory board is mandatory in a JSC, whereas in

The meeting of shareholders is in particular responsible for

an LLC it is only required if the share capital exceeds PLN

the following matters:

500,000 and there are more than 25 shareholders. If these

QQ amending

criteria are not met then a supervisory board is optional.

QQ adopting

the articles of association or statute

a resolution about making and repaying additional

payments (LLC)
QQ transfer

or lease of enterprise or an organised part of

As mentioned above, an audit committee may be created in
an LLC instead of or in addition to a supervisory board, but in
practice it is hardly ever the case.

an enterprise
QQ deciding

on the merger, division or transformation of the

QQ increasing
QQ deciding

Liability
The shareholders of an LLC and a JSC are not personally

company
or reducing the share capital

on the dissolution of the company.

responsible for the obligations of the company.
However, legal regulations providing for management board
members’ civil, tax and criminal liability will also apply to any
shareholders who are also management board members.
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Increase/reduction in share capital –

The Commercial Companies Code also provides for

Merger/Demerger – Transformation

a demerger of a company.

Increases in a company’s share capital normally require

The demerger process involves three stages, just like

either:

a merger.

QQ a

The Polish law also allows cross-border mergers.

resolution of shareholders modifying the company’s

articles of association or statute
QQ a

resolution of the management board, where permitted by

the JSC’s statute.
However, where the articles of association of an LLC specify
an authorised level of share capital, within a set deadline, then
an increase of capital within that limit and deadline will not
require the articles of association to be amended.

Many forms of company transformation are possible,
for instance:
QQ a

partnership may be converted into a commercial

company (either a LLC or a JSC)
QQ an

individual entrepreneur – natural person may convert into

a commercial company (either a LLC or a JSC, as a result
of the transformation he becomes the sole shareholder)

Reductions in a company’s share capital normally
require:
QQ a

resolution of shareholders

QQ a

notification to the company’s creditors, who have three

QQ a

commercial company may be converted into

a partnership
QQ a

commercial company of one type may be converted into

a different type.

months in which to raise any objections.
Moreover, in the case of a JSC, certain statutory conditions

Suspending the company’s activity

must also be met.

It is possible to suspend the company’s activity for a period
up to 24 months unless the company employs employees.

A merger involves completing a three-stage process:

During the suspension period the holding of the ordinary

QQ a

meeting of shareholders is not mandatory.

preparatory phase, involving the preparation of a merger

plan and its announcement
QQ a

subsequent phase, in which the corporate bodies of both

companies must accept the planned operation
QQ a

registration phase, involving the registration and

announcement of the merger.

Winding up and liquidation of a company
A commercial company can be wound up in circumstances
defined by its articles of association or statute, for any
reason approved by the meeting of shareholders, where the

Setting up a Business
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company’s registered office is moved abroad, or where the

Please note that partnerships are transparent for the purpose

company is declared bankrupt.

of Polish income tax regulations. Consequently, all profits
earned by a partnership will be allocated directly to its

2.1.2 Partnerships

partners’ individual tax base and taxed at the rate applicable
to the partner concerned.

The Commercial Companies Code provides for four types
of partnership: (a) a registered partnership, (b) a professional
partnership, (c) a limited partnership and (d) a limited jointstock partnership.
Unlike companies, partnerships are not considered separate

2.2 O ther business
entities

legal entities, but do have a quasi-legal personality, which
means that they can enter into legal relationships with

Apart from the right to establish or hold shares in commercial

other entities. Thus, a partnership can acquire rights in its

companies and partnerships, the Act on Freedom of

own name (including the ownership of real property), it can

Economic Activity dated 2 July 2004 gives all foreigners the

assume obligations, sue and be sued.

right to conduct business in Poland through a branch or

Partnerships are liable to their creditors for obligations

representative office.

assumed by the partnership. In addition, it is important to
note that (unlike a company’s shareholders) the partners
in a partnership are, in general, personally liable for the

2.2.1 Branch office

partnership’s debts. Accordingly, each of the partners bears
joint and several liability, together with the other partners

A branch office does not have legal personality. It is considered

and with the partnership itself, for all obligations of the

to be a constituent part of a foreign enterprise and may only

partnership.

conduct economic activity within the scope of the foreign

In some cases, the extent of this personal liability may

company’s permitted scope of business. Moreover, the branch

be limited (e.g. in the case of limited partners in a Limited

may not enter into any legal relationships in its own name.

Partnership). Moreover, a claim may only be enforced against

All acts of a branch are deemed to be those of the foreign

a partner, if enforcement proceedings against the partnership

company that established the branch. Accordingly, the

itself have proved insufficient.

branch’s founder remains liable for any obligations contracted

17

by the branch on its behalf. The branch is required to use the
foreign enterprise’s official name together with a description
of its legal form translated into Polish, as well as the words
“oddział w Polsce” (“branch in Poland”). It may commence
activity once it has been entered into the National Court
Register.

2.2.2 Representative office
A representative office also does not have legal
personality. The scope of activities permitted for
a representative office under Polish law is quite
limited, consisting only in advertising and promoting
the foreign enterprise that established the representative
office.
In order to establish a representative office, a foreign
company has to take a decision on establishing its
representative office in Poland, and then register the
representative office in register of foreign representative
offices kept by the Minister of the Economy

Banking and Finance
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Any business activity in Poland can be financed from debt,

3.1 Key legal acts

either in the form of credit facilities extended by banks, or
in the form of bonds issued by the company, which may

The activities of banks are regulated by the Banking Law

also be guaranteed by banks. Even though the 2008/2009

of 29 August 1997 (uniform text, Official Journal 2002, no.

crisis hit the credit market quite heavily, the market is now

72, item 665) and bond issues are regulated by the Act on

recovering and the banks are more willing to provide financing

Bonds of 29 June 1995 (uniform text, Official Journal 2001

to companies.

no. 120 item 1300) and the Commercial Companies Code of

While obtaining financing from banks in Poland, the

15 September 2000 (Official Journal 2000 no. 94 item 1037).

borrower should be aware that, depending on the required

Furthermore, the establishment of various security interests is

type of finance, the bank will ask to secure the borrower’s

regulated by the applicable legal acts such as:

obligations with security interests. The higher the amount

QQ The

of credit, the more security interests the banks will require.
The most commonly applied security interests include:
QQ registered

pledges over: (a) shares, (b) assets and

(c) receivables, and in particular receivables from banks
accounts

Act on Registered Pledges and the Register of Pledges

of 6 December 1996 (uniform text, Official Journal 2009 no.
67 item 569– the “Pledge Act”
QQ The

Act on Certain Forms of Financial Collateral of 2 April

2004 (Official Journal 2004 no. 91 item 871)
QQ The

Act on Mortgages and Land and Mortgage Registers of

QQ mortgages

6 July 1982 (uniform text, Official Journal 2001 no. 124 item

QQ bank

1361 – the “Mortgage Act”

guarantees

QQ security

assignment of insurance policies and

QQ security

assignment of receivables under commercial

contracts.

QQ The

Civil Code of 23 April 1964 (Official Journal 1964 no.16

item 93).
At the same time, the effects of establishing various security

Please note that, in the case of bond issues subscribed for

interests should also be looked at from the perspective

and guaranteed by banks, usually the same security interests

of bankruptcy and reorganisation proceedings, as well as

will be required.

the enforcement procedure. This is where the position of
a secured creditor is of crucial importance.

Banking and Finance
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3.1.1 Key issues

Act on Mortgages which came into force on 20 February
2011, the division of mortgages into ordinary mortgages

Establishing security interests requires the execution of

and capped mortgages was abolished and replaced with

relevant agreements. In the case of registered pledges

a single type of mortgage, securing current and future

and mortgages, entry into the pledge register and land

(including conditional) liabilities to a given maximum

and mortgage register respectively is necessary for these

amount. Furthermore, it is now possible for contractual

securities to be effective.

mortgages to secure several liabilities coming from various

In the case of the registered pledge, it is important to

legal relationships belonging to one creditor. In addition, if

remember that the registered pledge agreement should

a mortgage is securing several liabilities belonging to various

specify the methods of enforcement, unless the creditor

entities, where the liabilities are financing one transaction,

intends to enforce this security only through court

creditors may appoint a mortgage administrator. The

enforcement proceedings. The other methods available under

function of the mortgage administrator may be performed

the Pledge Act include:

by one of the creditors or a third party. This mortgage is

QQ seizure

established on the basis of an agreement concluded by the

QQ sale

of the pledged assets (rights) by the pledgee

of the pledged assets (rights) in a public auction

mortgage administrator, which will perform the rights and

satisfaction of the secured claim from the proceeds of the

responsibilities of the mortgagee, in its own name but on

enterprise containing the pledged assets.

behalf of other creditors, whose receivables are secured.

A registered pledge may be established to secure more

The amendment also changes the system concerning the

than one claim, and it can also secure the rights of various

priority of mortgages. Under the current law, the priority

creditors, in which case a ‘pledge administrator’ should be

of a mortgage is set when establishing the mortgage on

appointed in the loan agreement.

the property. Once a mortgage’s priority has been entered

Mortgage, by comparison, can only be satisfied through

into the land and mortgage register, its ranking can only

court enforcement proceedings and is established following

be changed with the consent of the mortgagee. Changing

a declaration made by the debtor (being the owner of

the rankings of mortgages changes the priority in which

the real estate, or by a third party securing the debtor’s

they are repaid. The amendment changes this so that,

obligations) in the form of a notarial deed, or in simple

upon the repayment and expiry of a mortgage, the owner

written form if the mortgage is to secure banking claims. As

of the property will have the right to take a new mortgage

stated above, a mortgage has to be registered in the land

or to change the priority of a lower ranked mortgage to

and mortgage register. Following a major amendment to the

replace the expired one. This also means that the consent

21

of mortgagees is not required for new or lower-ranked
mortgages to be given a higher priority in this situation.
A creditor secured with a pledge, registered pledge or
a mortgage obtains the position of a secured creditor and
benefits from a better position with respect to the ranking of
satisfaction of claims in the case of enforcement proceedings.
In addition, in the bankruptcy proceedings a creditor, if it
holds a first ranking security, will have the right to secure its
claims up to the highest possible amount from the proceeds
of sale of the encumbered assets.
As for the security assignment of rights under insurance

Central and Eastern Europe
Statistics 2010

policies or commercial contracts, they constitute contractual
obligations of the parties, and also provide the creditor with
a better position than that of an unsecured creditor, although
their enforcement, especially in the case of bankruptcy

An EVCA Special Paper
Edited by the EVCA Central and Eastern Europe Task Force
July 2011

proceedings, will be slightly different.

Gide Loyrette Nouel
Warsaw is a partner
company of the EVCA
(European Venture
Capital Association)
and PSIK (Polish Private
Equity Association)

Our partner: Gide Loyrette Nouel Warsaw Office
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4.1 C
 orporate Income Tax
(CIT)
4.1.1 Scope of taxation

4.1.2 Assessment of tax
Taxable base
A company’s taxable base for the purpose of CIT is usually
its net income (or, exceptionally, its revenue – gross income).
Taxable net income is calculated as the difference between

The Corporate Income Tax Act dated 15 February 1992

revenue and tax deductible costs.

(“CIT Act”) governs the taxation of the following entities:

A company’s taxable income is calculated using data from

legal entities, unincorporated organisational units (excluding

the taxpayer’s accounts (adjusted in accordance with tax

partnerships), and collections of these entities treated as

law). Taxpayers are obliged to keep their books in a manner

capital groups for tax purposes.

that allows their taxable base, and the amount of tax arising

Foreign partnerships are subject to corporate income tax

thereon, to be assessed.

(“CIT”) in Poland if they are treated as legal entities in their
home state.

Tax deductible costs

For the purpose of taxation, taxpayers are divided into two

Tax deductible costs are expenses incurred for the purpose

categories:

of earning revenue or preserving/securing the source of the

QQ Polish

revenue. There is a list of certain types of expenditures and

residents

QQ non-residents.

costs that are excluded from deduction by the CIT Act3

A company is considered resident if its principal place of

Please note that Polish law does not impose other limits on

business is in Poland. Residents are liable to pay tax on its

the deduction of costs that have been incurred.4 For instance,

entire income, regardless where it arises.

there is no limit to the amount of costs that can be deducted

A company is considered non-resident if its principal place

(with an exception for the purchase of passenger cars).

of business is outside Poland. In this case, the company may
only subject to tax on income that it earns in Poland.

Rates
The standard rate of corporate income tax is 19%.

3

Specified in Article 16.

4

With the exception of the costs specified in Article 16 of the CIT Act.

Taxation
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Returns and payments

In order to benefit from exemption or a reduced rate of

An annual tax declaration must be submitted (on form CIT-8)

withholding tax, the foreign shareholder must provide the

and any tax due must be paid by the end of the third month in

Polish company with a certificate of tax residence.

the subsequent tax year.5 Taxpayers are also obliged to settle
monthly advance payments (monthly returns are not required).
It is sometimes possible for a company to take advantage of
a simplified advance payments procedure.

4.1.3 Dividends

4.1.4 Interest, royalties and
services
Interest and royalties paid abroad are subject to a 20%
withholding tax, unless the provisions of a relevant tax
treaty state otherwise, or unless the beneficiary applies for

Dividends and other revenue received by Polish resident

exemption, as provided by the CIT Act.

shareholders, arising from the distribution of the profits of

In order to benefit from exemption or a reduced rate of

Polish companies, are subject to tax at 19%, unless the

withholding tax, the foreign company must provide the Polish

shareholder applies for exemption, as provided by the CIT Act.

company with a certificate of tax residence. Under the CIT

Dividends received by Polish resident shareholders, arising

Act, the 20% withholding tax also applies to fees paid for

from the distribution of the profits of their foreign subsidiaries,

any of the following services: advisory, accounting, market

are subject to tax at 19%. The tax is charged unless the

research, legal assistance, advertising, management and

provisions of relevant double tax treaties exempt such profits

control, data processing, search and selection, guarantees

from being taxed in Poland, or the shareholder applies for

and pledges, and some others (unless the relevant tax treaty

‘participation exemption’ as provided by the CIT Act.

provides otherwise). Under most Polish tax treaties, such

Dividends paid to foreign shareholders are subject to a 19%

payments are treated as business income taxable in the

withholding tax, unless the provisions of a relevant tax

taxpayer’s country of residence. Consequently, remuneration

treaty state otherwise, or unless the shareholder applies for

for these services should not normally be subject to CIT in

‘participation exemption’, as provided by the CIT Act.

Poland.

5

CIT payers are allowed to opt for a tax year other than the calendar year, lasting in general for 12 consecutive months.
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Interest and royalties received by Polish resident taxpayers

4.1.6 Thin capitalisation

from abroad are subject to tax at 19%. If there is no double
tax treaty, the tax credit method provided for in the CIT Act

Where debt finance is three times greater than the value of

applies respectively.

the company’s initial capital (i.e. debt / share capital ratio
greater than 3:1), thin capitalisation rules apply with the result

4.1.5 Depreciation

that not all of the interest paid on the related party’s debt is
deductible.
Thin capitalisation rules apply to loans granted by

According to the CIT Act, tangible and intangible fixed

a shareholder or shareholders holding at least 25% of the

assets, where acquired for more than a year, are subject to

share capital measured by voting power or a sister company

depreciation. An exception is land, which is not subject to

held by the same parent company. Interest due on such loans

depreciation.

is not recognised as a tax deductible cost in the portion in

Tax depreciation differs from book depreciation in that tax

which the loan exceeds the debt / share capital ratio referred

depreciation rates are prescribed by law and cannot be

to above.

exceeded.

The regulations refer to both domestic and foreign loans.
Any amounts of share capital uncovered, or covered only

Fixed assets

Rate (%)

by shareholders’ debt claims on the company, are excluded

Buildings

1.5 to 10

when calculating the capital ratio.

Computers
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For thin capitalisation purposes, a “loan” is deemed to be

Vehicles

20

any kind of debt claim, including debt securities and certain

Know-how
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deposits.

There are two methods of tax depreciation:
QQ the

straight-line method and

QQ the

reducing balance method.

4.1.7 Relief for losses

Where certain conditions are met, accelerated tax

The amount of any tax loss incurred in a given tax year may

depreciation may be claimed.

be deducted from taxable income assessed in any of the
subsequent five tax years.

Taxation
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Up to 50% of the original loss can be deducted in a single tax

services are provided or where intangible assets or legal

year, which means that a loss will take at least two years to

rights are sold or made available), the taxpayers involved

relieve. Losses cannot be carried back.

should prepare relevant transfer pricing documentation.
Such documentation must specify the obligations of the

4.1.8 Transfer pricing
requirements

parties to the transaction (taking into account the assets
and the risk involved), anticipated costs connected with the
transaction, and the form and time of payment involved. The
documentation must be presented to the tax authorities upon

The CIT Act provides that open market terms should be used

each request, within seven days. If this obligation is not met,

to assess transactions (“Arm’s Length Principle”), particularly

the tax authorities are obliged to apply a 50% CIT penalty rate

transactions between associated entities and between

to the assessed amount of underestimated income.

companies and their permanent establishments in Poland.

Since 1 January 2006, Advance Pricing Agreements (“APA”)

Under CIT regulations, where the terms of a transaction

have been available in Poland. APAs are written agreements

between related parties differ substantially from the

between business entities and the tax authorities that specify

terms of a comparable transaction between independent

how transfer pricing issues will be resolved in advance of

entities, and where those related parties do not report any

a return being made. Provided the terms of the agreement

income, or report income less than that could be expected

are followed, an APA provides assurance that the agreed

in a transaction between independent entities, the tax

treatment of transfer prices will be accepted for the period

authorities are entitled to assess the income arising from the

covered by the agreement, both by the authorities and by the

transaction without regard to the conditions under which it

business entities concerned.

was carried out.

The main advantage of obtaining an APA is that it confirms

In such cases, the tax authorities may assess the taxable

the methodology that will be used to calculate transfer

transaction price using one of the following methods:

prices and the way the tax authorities will apply it to the

QQ comparable

transaction concerned. Once an APA has been concluded for

QQ re-sale

uncontrolled price

price

one transaction, the tax authorities are obliged to apply the

QQ reasonable

margin (i.e. cost-plus) or

same approved methodology when assessing subsequent

QQ transaction

profit.

transactions. APAs in Poland are granted for up to three years,

If the total value of a transaction carried out between related

with an optional extension for a further three years. They can

parties exceeds the PLN equivalent of EUR 30,000 (where

regulate both future transactions and transactions in progress.
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4.2 P
 ersonal Income Tax
(PIT)
4.2.1 Scope of taxation

Taxation of self-employment
Economic activity on the basis of self-employment may either
be taxed:
QQ at

a linear rate of 19%, or

QQ at

progressive rates of 18% and then 32%, jointly with other

personal income subject to these rates (in accordance with
The Personal Income Tax Act dated 26 July 1991 (“PIT Act”)
applies to individuals.

general rules provided in the PIT Act), or
QQ according

to simplified method (for certain group of PIT

For the purpose of the PIT Act, individuals are divided into

payers) at flat rates ranging from 3 to 20% applied to gross

two categories:

income (the rate depends on the field of business activity).

QQ Polish

residents

Since January 2007, the PIT Act has provided for a new

QQ non-residents.

definition of economic activity. From now on, taxpayers will

Since January 2007, individuals are deemed residents when

not be considered entrepreneurs within the meaning of the

they have their centre of personal interests in Poland or when

applicable tax regulations, if the following three conditions are

they stay in Poland for longer than 183 days in a tax year.

jointly met:

Residents are subject to PIT in Poland in respect of their total

QQ liability

towards third parties for the outcome or

(worldwide) income.

performance of certain activities (excluding liability for

Individuals not permanently residing in Poland (non-residents)

unlawful acts) rests with the commissioning party thereof

are only subject to Polish taxation in respect of the income
they derive in Poland

QQ activities

in question are performed under the supervision

of, in the place and at the time determined by the
commissioning party

4.2.2 S
 ources of income
and rates

QQ persons

performing such activities do not bear any

economic risk in connection therewith.
Taxpayers can elect which scheme to follow, but there
are some restrictions on choosing the 19% flat rate where

Taxation of income from employment

individuals provide services to an entity for which they

Personal income under an employment contract is subject to

previously worked under an employment contract.

PIT at progressive rates of 18% and then 32%.

Taxation
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Dividends, interest, royalties,

Self-employment

capital gains

Self-employed individuals working in Poland are personally

Dividends and interest paid abroad are subject to a 19%

liable for settling monthly (or under certain conditions

withholding tax (royalties at 20%), unless the relevant tax

quarterly) advance tax payments (without having to submit

treaty states otherwise. Capital gains related with the sale of

monthly returns) by the 20th day of the following month

shares are not combined with other types of income and are

(quarter). The advance payment for last month (quarter) is

subject to 19% PIT rate.

payable by 20 December, in the amount of the advance
payment for November. An annual tax return must normally

Taxation of foreign tax residents

be filed (and any tax due must be paid) by 30 April of the

The income of non-residents arising from certain

following year, stating all sources of income and showing any

management or freelance contracts is taxed at a flat rate

additional tax due.

of 20%.
Other

4.2.3 R eturns and payments
of tax
Income from employment
Polish employers are required to withhold advances of PIT
from their employees’ income and to remit them by the 20th

A separate annual return of income from capital gains
(e.g. sale of shares) must be filed.

4.2.4 D eductions
and exemptions

day of the month following the month in which the relevant

A deduction of around PLN 100 per month is available in

income was paid. Taxpayers are required to file an annual tax

respect of the cost of earning income from employment.

return by 30 April in each year for which they report either

Individuals providing services under freelance contracts

additional tax due or overpayments of tax.

(save for non-residents with limited tax liability or those with

In certain situations, employers are obliged to file and submit

management contracts) may deduct 20% of their revenue

annual tax returns for their employees.

as a cost of earning income, irrespective of whether that
cost was actually incurred. Certain activities, e.g. exploiting
a copyright, attract a 50% deduction.
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Taxpayers may benefit, under certain conditions, from several

The following transactions are outside the scope of VAT:

forms of tax relief (including child relief, Internet relief, disabled

QQ disposal

relief etc.). Social security contributions are deductible from
the taxable income; a significant percentage of health care
contributions is also deductible from the due income tax.

of a business as a going concern, or organised

part of it
QQ acts

that cannot be made on the basis of legally binding

agreement.

From the tax settlement for 2009, social and health security
contributions paid abroad can also be deducted.

Taxpayers

Taxpayers may decide to instruct the tax office to transfer 1% of

According to the VAT Act, taxpayers are defined as legal

their annual PIT for the benefit of selected charitable institution.

entities, organisational units or individuals independently

Except as provided in the tax law, any costs arising from

carrying on any commercial activity, irrespective of the

self-employment business activity can be deducted in total,

purpose or result of that activity.

as long as they are incurred to generate revenue.

The following entities are outside the scope of VAT:
QQ employees
QQ persons

4.3 V
 alue Added Tax
(VAT)
4.3.1 Scope of VAT

under contracts of employment

providing services under ‘ad-hoc’ agreements, if

that relationship is similar to employment, given the working
conditions, remuneration and the employer’s liability.

4.3.2 VAT registration
Entities should register for VAT before they first conduct any

According to the Polish Tax on Goods and Services Act (“VAT

taxable activity. As a result of registration, an entity acquires

Act”), VAT applies to the following transactions:

active VAT payer status.

QQ supply

of goods and services for consideration in Poland

If the taxpayer plans to carry out intra-Community

QQ export

of goods outside the EU

transactions, it is additionally required to register as an EU

QQ import

of goods from outside the EU

VAT payer.

QQ intra-Community

acquisition of goods for consideration in

Poland
QQ intra-Community

Some taxpayers are exempt from the requirement to account
for VAT. This exemption applies to taxpayers whose annual

supply of goods.

taxable sales do not exceed PLN 150,000. VAT payers from

Taxation
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outside the EU must appoint a fiscal representative, who is
jointly liable with the entity.

4.3.3 P lace of supply rules
(services)

4.3.4 VAT rates
and taxable base
The VAT Act prescribes the following rates of VAT:
QQ a

standard rate of 22%

QQ a

reduced rate of 7%

QQ a

zero rate (with the right to deduct input VAT)

From 2010, new rules for identifying the place of supply for

QQ an

VAT purposes applies. In principle, the place of supply of

QQ a

services is the place where the purchaser of the service has

exemption ‘rate’ (without the right to deduct input VAT)

reduced rate of 5% (applies mainly to non-processed food

products).

established its business, another fixed place of business, or

For 2011, the VAT rates will be temporarily increased by 1

place of residence. However, there are some special rules for

percentage point (i.e. from 22% to 23%, and from 7% to 8%).

identifying the place of supply including those that concern:

The VAT rates may be subject to further temporary increases

QQ services

in 2012 and 2013 (depending on whether the Polish debt to

connected with immovable property – the place of

supply is the location of property
QQ passenger

transportation services – the place of supply is

GNP ratio exceeds 55% level on 31 December 2011 and on
31 December 2012).

the place where the transport takes place, having regard to

The taxable base for VAT is calculated as turnover, net

distances covered

of output tax. This base must be increased by grants

QQ artistic,

sport, educational, science services rendered

and subsidies received and decreased by rebates and

for VAT payers, services supporting transport services,

documented and legally acceptable discounts.

services concerning movable property or evaluation of such

On the import of goods, the taxable base is the customs

property, catering and restaurant services – the place of

value increased by all customs duties, including excise duties,

supply is the place where the service is actually performed

where relevant.

QQ services

provided for non-VAT payers – the place of

residence / registered office of the supplier (with plenty of
exceptions, i.e. concerning intangible services for nonVAT payers, which are taxed in the place of residence /
registered office of a purchaser being a non-VAT payer).

The taxable base for intra-Community acquisition of goods is
the amount the purchaser is obliged to pay.
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4.3.5 Tax point

4.3.6 Recover of input VAT

General rules

General rules

The default rule provided by the VAT Act is that a tax point

A taxpayer is allowed to recover input tax charged on

arises when goods are released or services are completed.

goods and services supplied to him, which he later uses

In practice, this rule is rarely relevant as it only applies to

in his taxable business. Generally, recovery is made by the

transactions with natural persons acting in a non-commercial

deduction of input tax from output tax.

capacity.

In some situations input tax is not recoverable (e.g. purchase

In most cases, the tax point is the time when an invoice is

of fuel) or it is only partially recoverable (e.g. purchase of

issued, which may be no more than seven days after goods

a passenger car).

have been released or services completed. For some supplies

Since 2008, taxpayers have not been allowed to deduct

the tax point is established by separate rules (e.g. electricity,

input tax from invoices documenting transactions that are not

telecommunications, construction, transport, leasing).

subject to VAT, or are VAT exempt, even where the amount

The tax point for an advance payment is the date on which

resulting from the invoice was paid.

payment is received.

Starting from December 2008, the deduction of input VAT
is no longer dependent on the qualification of expenditures

Intra-Community transactions, export

as tax deductible costs for the purpose of income tax. Since

and import of goods

2011 automatic ban on input VAT deductions from invoices

When goods are imported, tax is chargeable when customs

issued in so called ‘tax heavens’ was abolished.

liability is incurred.
From December 2008, in the case of export goods, the tax

Refund of VAT

point is established according to general rule described

The normal term for tax refunds is 60 days. In some situations

above.

this period may be reduced to 25 days. Under certain

For the intra-Community supply and acquisition of goods,

circumstances, an advance refund of VAT is possible.

tax is chargeable on the 15th day of the month following

Surplus input tax may also be credited against the taxpayer’s

the month in which the goods were supplied, unless the

future VAT liabilities.

invoice documenting the transaction was issued before that

In 2010, a facilitation as to the refund of VAT incurred outside

moment.

the country of residence was introduced (i.e. less formal
procedure including applying for a refund through the tax

Taxation
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authorities of the VAT payer’s country of residence and via

QQ tax

refunds for tourists

electronic means).

QQ foreign

entities supplying electronic services to non-tax

payers within the EU.
VAT returns and tax payment
VAT returns should be filed and any tax due should be paid
by the 25th day of the month following the month in which the
tax point arises.
“Small taxpayers”, i.e. those whose annual sales do not
exceed the PLN equivalent of EUR 1,200,000 may file VAT

4.4 Excise duty
4.4.1 Scope of application

returns and pay any tax due quarterly (by the 25th day of the
first month in the following calendar quarter).

In March 2009, a new Excise Act came into force. According

From 2009, all VAT payers are allowed to opt for quarterly

to the new legislation, the following groups of goods are

VAT settlements. In this situation, taxpayers are obliged to file

subject to excise tax: cigarettes and other tobacco products,

VAT returns by the 25th day of the first month of the following

alcohol, oils and energy (jointly considered as ‘excise goods’)

calendar quarter. However, they are still obliged (apart from

and passengers cars.

“small taxpayers”) to pay VAT monthly (i.e. advance tax

The indicated excise goods form a special group of products

payments generally calculated as 1/3 of the due amount from

taxed with excises according to common rules applying all

the previous quarterly settlement).

over the EU. Cars are taxed on the basis of Polish legislative

For intra-Community transactions additional reporting duties

decisions.

are required.

Under Polish excise regulations, the following transactions are
subject to tax:

Special procedures

QQ production

Under Polish VAT regulations, special rules apply to:

QQ release

QQ small

QQ sale

businesses

QQ flat-rate

farmers

of excise goods

of excise goods from a bonded warehouse

of excise goods in Poland

QQ export

and import of excise goods

QQ suppliers

of tourist services

QQ intra-Community

QQ suppliers

of second-hand goods, works of art, collectors’

QQ imports

items and antiques
QQ investments

gold

acquisition and supply of excise goods

or intra-Community acquisition of passenger car

unregistered in Poland, or first sale of a passenger car in
Poland.
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There are certain specific institutions that unique to excise tax

QQ annuity

(such as bonded warehouses, registered receivers, transfer of

QQ agreements

excise goods in the course of excise suspending procedure,

QQ mortgage

excise securities etc.) Some excise products (e.g. wines and

QQ grant

spirits, cigarettes etc.) are subject to a special procedure that

QQ irregular

involves sealing them with fiscal seals (special bands placed

QQ articles

across the top of each package/container).

Please note that the following events are treated as changes

There are three methods of calculating excise tax rates:

to the articles of association:

QQ value

QQ increase

basis, i.e. a percentage of the value of goods

(e.g. cars)
QQ volume

basis, i.e. a fixed rate per unit of product (e.g. oils,

alcoholic beverages)
QQ mixed

method (a combination of the above methods, e.g.

cigarettes). In the case of many goods subject to duty, tax
constitutes the most significant element in their price.

contracts
on the division of a deceased’s estate

contracts

of usufruct for consideration
deposit agreements

of association.

in a company’s initial capital or the assets of

a partnership
QQ additional
QQ loans

contributions by shareholders

granted by partners to a partnership

QQ transformation,

merger or division of a partnerships,

company or companies, resulting in an increase in their
initial capital
QQ the

transfer to Poland from a country other than an EU

Member State of:

4.5 Civil transaction tax
4.5.1 General information

OO an

effective place of management if its registered office is

not located within an EU Member State
OO the

registered office of a company, if its effective place of

management is not located in an EU Member State
even if such activities do not involve an increase in a share

Civil transaction tax (“CTT”) is levied on agreements not
related to commercial turnover. The following transactions and
civil law actions fall within the scope of the tax (closed list):
QQ sale

(exchange) of goods and property rights

QQ loan

agreements

QQ donation

debts)

agreements (if they involve the acquisition of

capital of a company.

Taxation
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4.5.2 Tax rates

capital changes related with mergers of companies or
transformations of companies into other types of company,

The rate of CTT differs according to the type of transaction:

are all out of the scope of CTT.

QQ sale

The CTT Act also prescribes some discretionary exemptions

(exchange) of goods and property rights connected

with real estate (i.e. perpetual usufruct or ownership), loan

covering entities such as charities, disabled persons (to meet

agreements and irregular deposit agreements – 2%

rehabilitation needs), foreign diplomats and public sector

QQ articles
QQ sale

of association – 0.5%

units.

(exchange) of other property rights – 1%.

4.5.3 Exemptions

4.5.4 Settlement of Tax
In principle, the obligation to pay CTT rests with the party

The CTT Act prescribes a long list of exemptions from tax,

that is considered the taxpayer under the provisions of the

including:

CTT Act (in common situations a purchaser or a borrower).

QQ sale

of foreign currency

A declaration should be filed and tax should be paid to the

QQ sale

of movable property with a value below PLN 1,000

relevant tax office within 14 days of the transaction. Where

QQ sale

of securities to or through brokerages or banks offering

a transaction is made before a notary, he will remit CTT and is

brokerage services
QQ certain

obliged to account for the tax.

types of loans (e.g. granted by foreign financial

institutions or by shareholders to companies – loans granted
by partners to partnerships are subject to 0.5% CTT)
In principle, transactions where at least one of the parties acts

4.6 Real estate tax

as a VAT payer are not subject to CTT. This rule, however,
does not apply to sale transactions of real property and

Real estate tax is levied on land, buildings, structures and

articles of association, if the transaction is VAT exempt.

construction equipment. The rate of tax for a given locality

Since 2009, contributions in-kind of enterprises or their

is determined by the municipal authority, up to a maximum

organised parts, transfer of packages of shares giving

imposed by the Local Taxes Act, which regulates this

a majority of voting power in a company (calculated jointly

tax. When setting the rate of real estate tax, a municipal

with shares already held by the purchaser), as well as share

authority is obliged to consider the following aspects of the
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property: its location, the activity carried out there, the type of
development, its designated use and the method of exploiting
the land. The authority has the power to grant some
exemptions from real estate tax (where they are not provided
by the Local Taxes Act).
If you would like to find out more about real estate tax, please
look at page 52.
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The Polish capital market is currently the largest in the region

9 November 2010, the WSE is a listed company. These facts

and, in spite of the worldwide financial market crisis, it could

demonstrate the continuing dynamism of the Polish capital

still be attractive to foreign investors. Despite the emergence

market, which is likely to develop further in the near future,6

of new institutions and the increased size and depth of the

even given the condition of the worldwide financial market.

market, the range of financial instruments available is still

Two markets operate within the regulated market operated

relatively small in comparison with more developed countries,

by the WSE, namely:

which could nowadays constitute additional value, and it

QQ the

official market

offers great potential to all market players to invest money

QQ the

parallel market.

with a good return. What is more, it also helps them to raise

Admitting a company to either of these markets depends

finance in a cost effective manner.

primarily on its size and the liquidity of its shares. All the
shares listed on the regulated market are divided into
segments, depending on the total capitalisation of the

5.1 Overview
5.1.1 Warsaw Stock Exchange

company.
Apart from the regulated market operated by the WSE (Main
List), in 2007 the WSE organised New Connect – the new
market for new and/or small companies with high growth
potential. NewConnect is an equities market based on the

The basic institution of the Polish capital market is the

Alternative Trading System (ATS) operated by the WSE.

Warsaw Stock Exchange (“WSE”). This is where shares,

Created for start-ups and new companies, particularly

bonds, derivatives and other financial instruments (including

those from the high-tech sector, the New Connect is also

futures contracts and European-style options) are traded.

a new opportunity for investors willing to accept a higher

In recent years, the number of companies listed on the

risk in exchange for potentially higher returns. NewConnect

regulated market operated by the WSE has increased to

follows the example of similar European platforms, notably

more than 389. The WSE is the largest stock exchange

the AIM in London, Alternext in Paris or First North within

in the CEE/SEE region. According to the WSE data, the

OMX. NewConnect offers more liberal formal criteria and

capitalisation of the WSE (domestic companies) is greater

disclosure requirements and could be treated as the first step

than that of the Wiener Borse or the Athens Exchange. Since

to a flotation on the regulated market. There were 114 new

6

A range of detailed information and statistics on the WSE can be found at: http://www.wse.com.pl
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listings on New Connect in 2011 (until 7 November) and the

Spot (formerly MTS-CeTO). Securities traded on the OTC

total number of companies increased to 323.

market include debt securities, but above all T-bonds and

A new WSE bond market, called Catalyst, was launched

T-bills, for which brokers negotiate prices directly. Additionally,

on 30 September 2009. Catalyst comprises four trading

Bond Spot operates part of the Catalyst market (see above).

platforms. Two platforms operated by the WSE (a regulated

The Polish Financial Supervision Authority (PFSA), established

market and an alternative trading system) are dedicated to

in September 2006, exercises general supervision over the

retail investors; two Bond Spot markets (regulated market

financial market. This new institution replaced the Securities

and ATS) are dedicated to wholesale investors. All platforms

and Exchange Commission and the Insurance and Pension

support trading in non-Treasury debt instruments: municipal

Funds Supervisory Commission. From 1 January 2008, the

bonds, corporate bonds, and mortgage bonds. The rules of

PFSA has also been exercising the tasks and powers of the

trading on both the regulated markets and in the alternative

Commission for Banking Supervision. This development

trading systems differ only in respect of block trades.

also reflects the growing sophistication of the Polish financial

Transactions executed on all Catalyst markets are guaranteed

market.

by the National Depository for Securities. Issuers are obliged

Another important player on the Polish financial market is

to meet certain reporting requirements including current and

the National Depository for Securities (KDPW), a joint-stock

periodic reports.

company providing depository, clearing and settlement

The most recent market of WSE is the poee WSE Energy

services for all securities in public trading.

Market which was launched 11 December 2010. The poee
WSE Energy Market has widened the scope of activity of
WSE to a commodity market. Poee is the platform of trading

5.1.3 Legislation

of electricity and energy futures for all categories of energy
market participants – producers, trading companies and end

The regulatory framework of the capital market in Poland

users.

underwent major changes in October 2005, when the
following three legal acts came into effect:

5.1.2 Other institutions

QQ Act

on Public Offerings, Conditions Governing the

Introduction of Financial Instruments to Organised Trading,
and Public Companies

The regulated over-the-counter (“OTC”) market in Poland is

QQ Act

on Trading in Financial Instruments

relatively small. It is organised by a company called Bond

QQ Act

on Capital Market Supervision.
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These new regulations transposed into Polish law the

To go ahead with the public offering once the prospectus has

provisions of EC directives concerning financial markets. The

been approved, companies must execute an agreement with

changes brought by the new legislation were intended to make

the National Depository for Securities on the dematerialisation

the capital market in Poland more transparent and flexible.

of its shares. At this stage, companies gain the status of

This was to be achieved, among other things, by the

a public company.

introduction of certain new rules on the listing of securities

Finally, companies file an application to the management

and admission to trading, such as:

board of the WSE to have their shares listed on the exchange.

QQ introducing

the EU standard issue prospectus requirement

As soon as an official decision is known, company shares

QQ introducing

new disclosure requirements

are admitted (or not) to trading on one of the WSE’s regulated

QQ removing

the limitation on trade outside the regulated

market
QQ liberalising

markets. The IPO procedure usually takes between five and
six months.

the depository and settlement system.

5.2.2 Alternative Trading System

5.2 IPOs and admission
to trading
5.2.1 Regulated market

The shares may be brought into trading via a private
placement, targeted at less than 100 investors, institutional
or private. In this case, consent on access to trading is
granted by the WSE on the basis of a simplified information
document, approved by an Authorised Adviser (regardless
of the size of the issue). The other access path is via a public

As a rule, companies intending to go public in Poland must

offering. In this case, the same access procedures as those

publish an issue prospectus and thus provide complete

applied on the regulated market are applicable, including

and accurate information on the share issue. The form and

the requirement to prepare a prospectus and submit it for

content of the prospectus must comply with EU requirements

approval to the PFSA. For offerings with a value of up to EUR

in this scope. To begin with, a draft prospectus must be filed

2.5 million, an information memorandum, overseen by the

with the PFSA for approval. Reference filings are admitted for

PFSA, may be considered as an information document. All

issuers of securities holding a relevant approval granted by

the companies listed on New Connect have to have the status

other EU regulators.

of a public company.
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5.3 Statutory obligations

Moreover, rules governing the transparency of shareholdings
require that the fact of achieving, exceeding or falling below

To ensure full transparency of the markets operated by

certain thresholds, namely 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 33%,

the WSE, Polish law imposes a number of restrictions and
obligations on public companies, as well as on owners of

33¹/³%, 50%, 75% and 90% of the total vote, must be notified
to the relevant authorities. The same rules apply to the

large blocks of shares.

companies listed on the New Connect.

5.3.1 Disclosure requirements

5.3.2 Tender offers

From the date on which an application for admission to

Certain transactions involving shares in public companies

regulated trading is filed, issuers are subject to certain

listed on the regulated market are only permissible when

disclosure requirements. They are under an obligation to

made by a public tender. A public tender is mandatory when:

report any material change that affects the company’s value7

QQ the

– first to the PFSA and the WSE, and then, 20 minutes later,
to make it public via an information agency. Following the

thresholds of 33% and 66% of the total number of votes

are exceeded and
QQ a

block of shares increasing a previous shareholding by 5%

introduction of the ESPI, which is an electronic information

or 10%, (depending on the number of votes held by given

system, the disclosure of information has been standardised

entity), is acquired.

and thus facilitated.

Price bids in such tenders must be calculated in accordance

Disclosure obligations required on the alternative trading

with prescribed strict rules requiring that the bid not be lower

system are significantly reduced in comparison with those

than the average market price of shares from the last six

on the regulated market and are defined in the WSE

months preceding the announcement of the tender.

management board resolution. Reporting is managed through
the Electronic Information Base (EIB) – an electronic system
developed and supervised by the WSE.

7

See Chapter 3 of the Act on Public Offering and the Resolution of the Ministry of Finance dated 19 February 2009.
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5.3.3 S queeze-out/mandatory
buyout and withdrawal
from the market

5.3.4 Penalties
Polish legislation prescribes three types of sanction:
administrative, civil and criminal.
Administrative sanctions for non-compliance with the law are

There are two procedures aimed at preventing disputes in

most common. They generally take two forms:

situations where one shareholder, alone or together with

QQ the

a group of entities, reaches the threshold of 90% of votes in
a public company.
Majority shareholders have the right to “squeeze out” the

suspension of securities from trade on the regulated

market for a definite or indefinite period
QQ the

imposition of a fine of up to PLN 1,000,000, depending

on a given company’s standpoint.

remaining minority shareholders by paying them appropriate

An infringement of the statutory information requirements,

compensation for their shares. Investors can easily apply

such as knowingly reporting false information or withholding

this procedure to withdraw a non-liquid company from the

certain information, results in the civil liability of the infringer.

market.

The most glaring violations of capital market regulations are

Minority shareholders, on the other hand, can force

subject to criminal sanctions. The following violations fall in

an investor to buy their shares upon meeting certain

this category:

conditions. Such a “mandatory buy-out” is designed to

QQ offering

8

securities to the public in breach of requirements

protect minority shareholders against abusive majority

concerning the publication of an issue prospectus or

behaviour.

an information memorandum, obtaining necessary

The leading investor, especially after a mandatory buy-out or

approvals and disclosing information to the public

a squeeze-out, may want to withdraw a company from the

QQ including

false information or data in the issue prospectus,

regulated market. For this purpose,9 Polish law provides for

or withholding any material information from public

a “rematerialisation” procedure, which requires a resolution

disclosure.

adopted with a majority of 80% of votes and subsequent
approval from the PFSA.

8

See Article 83 of the Act on Public Offerings.

9

“The rematerialisation” of shares is also required where a merger, company transformation or insolvency is concerned.
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5.4 Bonds

Treasury bonds are regulated by the Act on Public Finances.
As a rule, T-bonds are bearer, redeemable bonds with

The sale and issue of bonds are regulated by the Act

maturity dates exceeding one year. Depending on demand,

on Bonds dated 29 June 1995. In accordance with the

they can be sold at the issue price, above or below par value.

provisions of this Act, a range of entities, such as: companies,

Municipal bonds are issued by local authorities to raise funds

local authorities, financial institutions, saving and credit unions

for public purposes. They may be issued as fixed-interest,

(SKOK), etc., can issue bonds.

variable-rate or zero-coupon bonds.

The issue of bonds by the State Treasury and the National

On 30 September 2009, the WSE launched a new bond

Bank of Poland is regulated by separate legislation.

market – Catalyst (see point 5.1 above).

The Act on Bonds deals with:
QQ interest-bearing
QQ convertible

QQ zero-coupon
QQ revenue
QQ bonds

bonds

bonds
bonds

bonds

with pre-emptive rights.

Gide Loyrette Nouel Warsaw
is a partner company of the

Public offerings of bonds are governed by the Act on Public

Warsaw Stock Exchange

Offerings and require the same procedure as in the case

(GPW) for SMEs

of an IPO and the admission of shares to trading on the
regulated market. In non-public trading, issuers of bonds
must provide investors with an information memorandum
enabling them to evaluate the financial condition of a given
issuer, as well as the potential risk associated with the
purchase of bonds.
The information memorandum must specify:
QQ the

size of the issue

QQ the

terms of repayment

QQ the

interest borne

QQ key

issuer information

QQ the

estimated profit.
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This chapter provides a general overview of the legal

respect, compelling the transferee to observe certain

framework for real estate operations in Poland.

limitations (discussed later).

6.1 Title to real estate

6.1.2 Perpetual usufruct
A substantial part of land in Poland is owned by the State

The Civil Code provides for various types of legal title to

Treasury or local authorities, who can grant a right of

property. Real property is usually held on the basis of either

perpetual usufruct of this land to third parties on the basis of

perpetual usufruct or full ownership.

a perpetual usufruct agreement.
In many ways perpetual usufruct is similar to full ownership.

6.1.1 Full ownership

The right of perpetual usufruct entitles its beneficiary to use
state-owned land for a period of 99 years. In exceptional
cases, if the economic grounds for perpetual usufruct do

Full ownership (or co-ownership) provides the broadest scope

not require the land to be let for so long, the land may be

of rights towards real estate and can be restricted only in

let for a shorter period of at least 40 years. Please note

exceptional circumstances (e.g. by zoning regulations). Real

that an owner is entitled to terminate a perpetual usufruct

property owners enjoy:

agreement prematurely where the land is not used for the

QQ the

right to possess property (ius possidendi)

purpose specified in the agreement.

QQ the

right to make use of property (ius utendi)

Buildings and other facilities purchased or erected on the land

QQ the

right to appropriate the returns from property (ius

by the perpetual usufructuary constitute its property.

fruendi)
QQ the

right to change the form or substance of property (ius

abutendi)
QQ the

right to dispose of property (ius disponendi).

A perpetual usufructuary must pay the relevant public
authority an initial fee when the agreement establishing
perpetual usufruct is concluded, and an annual fee thereafter.
The fees are calculated as a percentage of the value of the

Owners are free to transfer ownership to another person, or to

land. The initial fee ranges from 15% to 25%, while the amount

encumber it with other rights (e.g. usufruct, easements, etc.).

of annual fee depends on the purpose for which usufruct was

However, the law provides for some exceptions in this

granted and ranges from 0.3% to 3% of the value of the land.
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The annual fee for perpetual usufruct can be reviewed, but

including the area of land, buildings located thereon, the

no more than once in three years and only where the value of

names of owners and possessors, rights and claims to the

the land has changed.

property and mortgages encumbering it.

Certain procedures allow for perpetual usufruct to be

In addition, local authorities keep a Land Register that

converted into full ownership.

contains information on the location, area of each plot, the
manner of use of the property and the names of its owner

6.1.3 Full ownership
vs. perpetual usufruct

and perpetual usufructuary.
If there is a discrepancy between the rights registered in
the Land and Mortgage Register and the Land Register, the
former will prevail. What is more, all rights registered in Land

Concerning the right of perpetual usufruct, there is a distinction

and Mortgage Register will be effective against and take

between usus and fructus, which are transferred to the holder,

precedence over:

and abusus, which is retained by the State or local authority.

QQ any

unregistered rights and interests

One fundamental difference between perpetual usufruct and

QQ any

rights or interests registered subsequently.

ownership is that a transfer of perpetual usufruct only becomes

Claims and other interests related to real estate (e.g. rights of

effective once it has been entered in the Land and Mortgage

a lessee under a lease contract) may also be registered and

Register, whereas a deed executed and authenticated by

thus become enforceable upon consecutive owners.

a notary is sufficient to transfer ownership. Thus, a situation
may arise where property cannot be sold to a new investor,
or it is difficult to obtain financing or certain authorisations,
because the perpetual usufruct right has not been registered.

6.1.4 Two registers

6.2 Acquisition
6.2.1 Contractual scheme
The acquisition of full ownership is principally governed by the

Ownership and perpetual usufruct of land are both subject

provisions of the Civil Code dealing with ownership and sale.

to compulsory registration in Land and Mortgage Registers

Any contract for the transfer of real estate must be concluded

kept by district courts. These registers provide information

in the form of a notarial deed. No act performed without

on the current status of real estate and record any changes,

observing this formal requirement can be deemed effective.
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Notwithstanding the above, Polish law contains special

third parties are deemed to be in bad faith if they acquire the

provisions governing the sale of real estate belonging to the

real property despite knowing that a promise of sale already

State Treasury, State-owned enterprises and local authorities.

exists.

Where the right of perpetual usufruct is concerned, a notarial

The beneficiary may obtain a court order substituting the

deed is not sufficient. The transfer of perpetual usufruct

statement of intent of the party that is unwilling to conclude

only becomes effective when it is entered into the Land and

the final sale agreement.

Mortgage Register.

If the PSA has been executed in writing (but not in a notarial
deed) and one of the parties evades the transaction, the other

6.2.2 Preliminary agreement
For practical reasons (e.g. the need to obtain financing) or

party can only seek compensation for damages.

6.2.3 Right of pre-emption

due to statutory requirements, the acquisition of real estate in
Poland is often carried out in two stages:

The right of pre-emption may arise out of statutory or

QQ conclusion

of a preliminary sale agreement (“PSA”)

contractual provisions. Where real estate is subject to a right

QQ conclusion

of a final sale agreement, once all conditions of

of pre-emption, it may only be sold to a third party on the

the PSA have been met.

condition that the beneficiary of that right does not exercise

To be valid, a PSA must contain the essential elements of the

his right.

final sale agreement, namely the subject of sale and the price.

Without delay, the seller must inform the beneficiary of the

The primary intention of parties to a PSA should be the

contents of a conditional sale agreement concluded with

execution of a final agreement. However, the intentions of

a third party. The beneficiary then notifies the seller whether

the parties may change before a final sale agreement is

he wishes to exercises the right or not. A contractual right of

signed.

pre-emption may be exercised within one month of receiving

Consequently, if a buyer expects to be duly protected,

notice of the transaction, unless other time limits have been

the PSA should be executed in notarial form. It is also

agreed. The beneficiary may exercise his right by making

advisable to include in PSA an application to enter a claim

a declaration to the seller in the form of a notarial deed.

for the transfer of ownership or perpetual usufruct to the

The beneficiary and the seller then automatically become

real property concerned in the relevant Land and Mortgage

parties to an agreement with contents identical to that initially

Register. Once duly registered, this entry will ensure that

concluded between the seller and the third party.
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Where the seller sells such property to a third party

in points (a) or (b) without legal personality, with its principal

unconditionally, or where he fails to notify the beneficiary of

place of business abroad and created in compliance with

the sale or its essential terms, he will be liable for damages to

the applicable laws of the foreign state, (d) a business entity

the beneficiary of the pre-emption right.

or a commercial partnership without legal personality with

However, if the State Treasury, a unit of local government,

its principal place of business in Poland, directly or indirectly

a co-owner or a lessee enjoys a right of pre-emption by

controlled by the entities mentioned in points (a) to (c).

virtue of the statute, a sale concluded unconditionally will be

A permit is required for the direct acquisitions of real estate

ineffective.

(for acquisitions of both full ownership and perpetual
usufruct), as well as for acquisitions or subscriptions by

6.2.4 A cquisition of land
by foreigners

foreigners of shares in a company registered in Poland that
owns real estate or holds it under perpetual usufruct, where
that transaction results in obtaining control over the Polish
company and/or the company or partnership is a controlled

The basic legal act regulating the acquisition of real estate

one and the shares are to be acquired by a foreign person

by foreigners is the Act on the Acquisition of Real Estate by

who is not a shareholder of the company or partnership.

Foreigners of 24 March 1920. After Poland’s accession to the
European Union, extensive amendments were introduced, as

EU members

a result of the need to harmonise Polish law with Community

Following Poland’s accession to the European Union, the

law, and consequently the scope of restrictions was

acquisition of real estate in Poland by citizens and companies

significantly reduced.

of the European Economic Area (the European Union
plus Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein) and the Swiss

Non-EU members

Confederation no longer requires any permits, except for the

In principle, the acquisition of real estate by a foreigner

acquisition of agricultural or forest land.

requires a permit. A permit is issued by the Minister
for Internal Affairs and Administration in the form of
an administrative decision.
Foreigners are defined as: (a) individuals without Polish
citizenship, (b) business entities with their principal place of
business abroad, (c) a partnership of the entities described
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6.2.4 Verification of the legal
status

Every municipality must adopt a zoning study. The study
comprises a basic programme for the municipality’s zoning,
and contains considerable information of relevance to

Before acquiring real estate, it is advisable to review the Land

investors, including present land use, development and utility

and Mortgage Register, the Land Register and any other

connections, needs and opportunities for the municipality’s

documents pertaining to the legal status of the real estate.

future development, the legal status of land, and details of

The purpose of this review is to establish whether there is

buildings and areas under special protection. The study is

any litigation pending with respect to the land, whether any

binding only upon the authorities.

easements or mortgages encumber the land, whether any

In order to determine the use of any plot and a method for

other rights have been granted in favour of third parties, or

its development, each local authority must approve a local

whether there are any other obstacles to its acquisition. It is

zoning plan, which is an act of local legislation (i.e. effective

also important to ensure that a given property is not affected

also upon private parties). It is impossible to adopt a plan if

by reprivatisation claims by inspecting historical archives and

no study exists. Moreover, any plan that is inconsistent with

consulting the local authority (“starosta”).

the study is deemed invalid.
The plan must cover the following issues:
QQ lines

6.3 T
 own planning
and construction
6.3.1 Land development
The Zoning Act of 27 March 2003 sets out principles
according to which local government and public
administration may develop spatial policy, as well as the

of development

QQ dimensions
QQ intensity
QQ the

of structures

of development

use determined for each plot, e.g. large area

commercial facilities or plots on which construction will be
prohibited.

6.3.2 M odification
of designated land use

procedures that apply when areas are allocated for particular

If the designated use of a real property needs to be modified

purposes and when the principles for their development are

(e.g. from agricultural to industrial or commercial use), this

determined.

will involve the modification of the local zoning plan, which
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is a relatively complex and time-consuming procedure (it

Certain construction works and the construction of certain

involves a meeting of the municipal council, the publication of

structures provided in the Construction Law (e.g. repair

notices and the risk of legal challenges from third parties). If

of existing buildings, construction of small architectural

no plan exists, a planning permit needs to be obtained.

structures, parking lots for up to 10 vehicles and utility
terminals in buildings for electric power, water supply,

6.3.3 Building permit

sewage, gas, heat and telecommunications) do not require
a building permit. In the above case, the construction works
may commence if there are no objections within 30 days from

Under the Construction Law Act, construction works may

notification to the relevant authorities

only commence once the final decision on building permit has
been obtained.
The procedure of obtaining a building permit depends

buildingÊpermit

whether there is a binding local zoning plan for the area
covering the real property concerned. If such a plan has been
adopted, a building permit may be obtained on its basis and
if there is no local zoning plan, then the investor must obtain
a planning permit.
Since only part of Poland is currently covered by local

planning
permit

zoning plans, the need to apply for a planning permit occurs

planÊexists

frequently. A planning permit determines whether a particular
investment project may be carried out on the plot concerned.
The planning permit neither creates rights to the property nor
infringes upon the ownership rights of third parties.
An application for a building permit must be accompanied

noÊplan

by plans and architectural documentation and, above all, by
approvals from local authorities (local security/police agencies
and authorities responsible for public roads, electricity, gas
and sanitation) confirming that there are no obstacles to
implementing the investment project.

PlannedÊinvestment
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6.3.4 E nvironmental
proceedings

A permit for use of the building will be issued once
a mandatory inspection has been carried out. This inspection
should ascertain whether the construction works have been

Under the Act on Access to Information on the Environment

performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the

and its Protection, Public Participation in Environment

building permit.

Protection and Environmental Impact Assessment dated
3 October 2008, environmental impact assessment
proceedings must be completed before an application for
a planning permit or a building permit. An environmental
impact assessment is required where the planned investment

6.3.6 C onstruction works
contract

is likely to have a significant impact on the environment or

Under the Civil Code, a contractor is obliged to construct the

Nature 2000 areas.

building specified in the construction contract in accordance

As a result of the above proceedings, the competent authority

with the architectural plan and the principles of technology.

will issue a decision on environmental considerations,

The investor is obliged to make the building site and the

which may impose certain obligations on the investor with

architectural plan available to the contractor and, once

regard to environmental protection. The decision is binding

completion has been certified, to pay the agreed remuneration.

on the authority issuing the building permit. However, if the

Article 647¹ of the Civil Code governs the respective legal

conditions of the planned investment change, the authority

relationships between an investor, the general contractor and

may demand that the environmental impact assessment be

sub-contractors involved in the construction process and

repeated.

establishes the investor’s and the main contractor’s joint and
several liability for payment of sub-contractors’ remuneration.

6.3.5 Permit for use
Prior to commencing the use of a building, an investor
is obliged to notify the competent authorities (the local

International FIDIC standards are accepted in Poland.

6.4 Lease vs. tenancy

agencies responsible for fire risk, employment, hygiene and
environmental issues) that the works have been completed,

Polish law provides for the use of real property on the basis of

and must obtain a decision on permit for use.

certain legal instruments. These are limited proprietary rights
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(i.e. usufruct and easements) and obligations (two types of

some transactions. It is important that for VAT purposes the

lease: najem/dzierżawa and lending for use).

land (and the right of perpetual usufruct of the land), “share”

Lease (“najem”) and tenancy (“dzierżawa”) are principally

the classification applicable to the buildings/constructions

governed by the provisions of the Civil Code.

located on it.

Both Polish and foreign individuals and business entities may

The supply of residential developments, or parts thereof (but

lease real estate. There is no requirement to obtain a permit

not commercial premises), will be taxed at 8%, if the usable

from the Minister for Internal Affairs. The main distinction

area of residential premises does not exceed 150 square

between the two is that, under a lease agreement, a lessee

metres, or 300 square metres with respect to houses.

is only entitled to use the property whereas, under a tenancy

The VAT Act provides a complex and complicated system of

agreement, the tenant is entitled both to use the property and

VAT exemptions for the supplies of buildings/constructions.

to collect the benefits therefrom. For this reason, tenancy is

In general, an exception is provided for “used” buildings/

more common in agriculture and industry.

constructions. The conditions for the VAT exception stipulated

Lease and tenancy agreements may be concluded for

in the VAT regulations should be analysed in detail prior to any

definite or indefinite periods. The terms of lease and tenancy

transaction In certain situations, the parties to the transaction

agreements can be freely established by the parties, subject

may resign from the VAT exception and opt for taxation in VAT

to certain mandatory provisions of the Civil Code concerning

of such supply. This option can be exercised if both parties

termination periods and duration.

are registered VAT payers and announce their intention to
the appropriate tax authority. The VAT exemption applies
also to transactions regarding undeveloped land classified as

6.5 Taxes and fees
6.5.1 Taxes on turnover
(VAT, CTT)

agricultural.
If the transaction is exempt from VAT, it will be subject to the
Civil Transaction Tax (CTT) at 2% of the transaction value.
Transactions between individuals, acting in a non-commercial
capacity, will also be subject to 2% CTT.
Starting from 1 December 2008, in-kind contributions of

The supply of real property is, in principle, subject to VAT

real properties are, in principle, subject to VAT as a supply of

calculated on the value of land and buildings alike.

goods at the VAT rate applicable for contributed real property

The standard rate of VAT for such transactions in 2011 is 23%,

(this does not concern the situation where contributed real

though a preferential rate of 8% or VAT exemption applies to

property is VAT exempt under VAT regulations).
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6.5.2 Income tax

QQ where

an individual sells property acquired for business

purposes – flat tax at 19% or progressive tax at rates of
In the majority of cases, income derived from the disposal of

18%, 32% (depending upon which scheme the taxpayer

real property will be subject to income tax.

has elected to follow).

Depending on the circumstances, the tax liability on the

For the entities subject to corporate income tax, the disposal

disposal of real property will be calculated on one of the

of real property will be taxed at 19%.

following bases:

Buildings and structures are entitled to claim tax depreciation.

QQ the

The standard rate of amortisation for buildings is 2.5% per

general rule is that the disposal of real property will be

taxed at 19%
QQ where

year, over a period of 40 years. Where residential buildings/

an individual, acting in a non-commercial capacity,

premises were used prior to their acquisition by a taxpayer

sells property:

for more than five years, a taxpayer is entitled to claim

OO after

an accelerated rate of amortisation of 10% per year, over

five years from the end of calendar year in which the

real property was purchased or developed – no tax
OO purchased

or developed before 31 December 2006

a period of 10 years. In the case of commercial buildings/
premises, the 40-year tax depreciation period may be

(if the rule from the point above cannot yet be applied),

reduced by each full year from the year in which they were

in the case of re-investing funds from the sale for the

first entered into the fixed assets register, but it cannot be

taxpayer’s “residential purposes” (indicated in the PIT Act)

shorter than 10 years

– no or reduced tax (proportional to the percentage of
re-invested funds from the sale)
OO purchased

or developed between 1 January 2007 and

6.5.3 Real estate tax

31 December 2008, in which he has been registered for
administrative purposes as resident for more than 12

Real estate tax is levied on land, buildings, structures and

months before the sale – no tax

construction equipment. The rate of tax for a given locality

OO purchased

or developed after 31 December 2008, in the

is determined by the municipal authority, up to a maximum

case of re-investing funds from the sale for the taxpayer’s

imposed by the Local Taxes Act, which regulates this

own “residential purposes” (indicated in the PIT Act) –

tax. When setting the rate of real estate tax, a municipal

no or reduced tax (proportional to the percentage of

authority is obliged to consider the following aspects of the

re-invested funds from the sale)

property: its location, the activity carried out there, the type of
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development, its designated use and the method of exploiting
the land. The authority has the power to grant some
exemptions from real estate tax (where they are not provided
by the Local Taxes Act).

Gide Loyrette Nouel Warsaw
is a member of the Polish
Council of Shopping Centres
(PRCH)
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7.1 General overview

7.2 Procedures – general

The Public Procurement Law is the central act regulating

The Public Procurement Law provides a closed list of eight

public procurement in Poland. It was adopted in 2004 as

different procedures for awarding public contracts:

an adjustment of Polish law to two EU directives, No 2004/17/

QQ open

WE and No 2004/18/WE, and therefore it is a part of the
unified European public procurement rules. The act specifies
the rules and procedures for awarding public contracts,

tendering means contract award procedures in which,

following a public contract notice, all interested contractors
may submit their tenders
QQ restricted

tendering means contract award procedures

law enforcement measures, checking the award of public

in which, following a public contract notice, contractors

contracts and the relevant authorities with respect to matters

submit requests to participate in a contract award

addressed in this act.

procedure, and tenders may be submitted by contractors

In addition to this act, there are two more regulations in
the Polish system of public procurement: the Private Public

invited to submit their tenders
QQ negotiated

procedure with publication means contract

Partnership Act and the Construction Works and Services

award procedures in which, following a public notice,

Concession Act.

the awarding entity will negotiate the terms of the public

The term public contract covers contracts for pecuniary

contract with selected contractors, and will subsequently

interest concluded between an awarding entity and

invite them to submit tenders

a contractor, concerning services, supplies or works.

QQ competitive

dialogue means contract award procedures

The Public Procurement Law sets out some general rules

in which, following a public contract notice, the awarding

concerning performing the procedures. Most importantly,

entity conducts a dialogue with selected economic

awarding entities should prepare and conduct contract

operators, and then invites them to a tender

award procedures in a manner ensuring fair competition

QQ negotiated

procedure without publication means contract

and equal treatment of contractors. Actions connected with

award procedures in which the awarding entity negotiates

the preparation and conduct of contract award procedures

the terms of the contract with selected contractors, and

shall be performed by persons ensuring impartiality and
objectivity.

subsequently invites them to submit their tenders
QQ single

source procurement means contract award

procedures in which the awarding entity awards a contract
after having negotiated with only one contractor
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QQ request

for quotations means contract award procedures in

or automatic systems as well as the provision of postal

which the awarding entity sends a request-for-quotations to

services.

selected contractors and invites them to submit tenders

The awarding entity for a sectoral contract may apply an open

QQ electronic

auction means contract award procedures in

which using a form available on the website allowing to the

tendering procedure, restricted tendering procedure and
negotiations with publication in every case.

necessary data to be entered on-line, contractors submit
successively more advantageous tenders (bid increments),
subject to automatic classification. The awarding entity may
award a contract under the electronic auction procedure,

7.3 The course of action

where the object of the contract includes generally available
supplies of fixed quality standards and the contract value

In all of the proceedings it is possible to separate three

does not exceed the PLN equivalent of EUR 60,000.

different phases: pre-qualifications, the submission of tender

Open tendering and restricted tendering are the two primary

proposals and the selection of the best tender.

procedures, which means that they could be applied in

During the pre-qualifications, the awarding entity sets out

every case. Other procedures can be applied only in the

its requirements in a contract notice or terms of reference of

circumstances provided for in the Public Procurement Law.

the contract. Such requirements are met by submitting the

There are the special exceptions for sectoral contracts.

relevant documents.

A contract is sectoral when it is awarded for the purposes

The obligation to formulate the pre-qualifications conditions

of performing of one of the types of activities enumerated

must be distinguished from the obligation to define the

in Article 132 of the Public procurement law, such as:

selection criteria which the awarding entity will apply in

exploration, prospecting for or extracting gas, oil and its

selecting the offer, together with the importance of these

natural derivatives, brown coal, hard coal and other solid

criteria and method of evaluation of tenders. Criteria for

fuels or the management of airports, maritime or inland

evaluation of tenders should always refer to the subject of the

ports, or rendering public services connected with the

offer and may not apply to property of the contractor, and in

production, transport, distribution or supply of electricity,

particular the credibility of economic, technical or financial.

gas, heat, drinking water or the supply of drinking water to

The documents confirming the fulfillment of prequalification

such networks or the management of such networks, the

criteria should refer to the contractor, not the subject offered

operation of networks providing public services in the field

by him. Sometimes the distinction between the documents

of transport by bus, railway, tramway, trolley bus, cable

confirming that the conditions for participation in the
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proceedings are fulfilled and documents showing that the

When submitting tender proposals, misunderstandings are

supplies, services or works ofeered by the cotractors conform

often caused by misprints and errors in the text of the tender.

to the requirements specified by the awarding authority is not

According to the Public Procurement Law, the awarding entity

always an easy task. The decision of the Court of Justice in

must correct the text of the tender in terms of any obvious

case C-351/01 GAT shows that one and the same “selection

misprints and computational errors made in the calculation

criterion” can be applied in a contract award procedure

of prices with regard to its consequences, and other errors,

as a pre-qualification or award criterion, depending on the

such as differences between the offers and the terms of

type of information the contracting authority seeks to gain

reference, not causing and significant changes in the contents

from the criterion. Following the case law mentioned above

of the offer, and must immediately notify all contractors who

it seems justified to conclude that the references submitted

have submitted their tenders.

by the contractors in tendering should not always be treated

From 7 December 2009, the situation of the contractor in the

as documents confirming the ability of entrepreneurs to the

course of proceedings for awarding a contract has changed

proper execution of the contract.

in its favour. Under the current regulations, the constructor is

Several problems can occur when it comes to submitting

entitled to demonstrate its compliance with the procedure by

documents from foreign contractors. Some rules concerning

reference to the experience, knowledge, financial standing of

this are set out in the Prime Minister’s ordinance on types of

another entrepreneur. In order to provide the commissioner

document that can be requested by an awarding entity from

with the proper evidence, from a practical point of view the

a contractor, and the form in which they should be submitted.

contractor may deliver to the commissioner an agreement

According to this ordinance, if a contractor resides or is

on co-operation with another legal entity. The new regulation

registered outside of Poland, it could be asked to submit

provides a contractor who is not able to display the

documents confirming that:

appropriate experience with an opportunity to compete with

QQ the

the experienced contractors.

contractor has not initiated any liquidation proceedings

and has not been declared bankrupt
QQ the

contractor is not in arrears with the payment of taxes,

Another important change in the Polish public procurement
law occurred in connection with the deadline for

charges, social contributions, or that it has acquired the

implementation of Directive 2009/81/EC of the European

right to an exemption or payment in instalments of any such

Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 on the

overdue payments

coordination of procedures for the award of certain works

QQ the

contractor has not been prohibited from competing in

tenders.

contracts, supply contracts and service contracts by
contracting authorities or entities in the fields of defence and

Public Procurement
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security, and amending Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/

procurement agreement can only be concluded after the

EC. Directive 2009/81/EC should be transposed into the

appeal has been considered by the KIO. KIO rulings can

Polish legal system until 21 August 2011. According to the

be challenged to the regional court, but this will not lead to

Directive 2009/81/EC, the contracts where the object of the

a “standstill” period.

contracts includes the supply of arms and military equipment

The claim to the court may be lodged against the judgment

should be concluded with the Public Procurement Law

or the final decision of the KIO. The claim is lodged through

(Articles 70 and 71 of the Directive of Defence). At present the

the President of the KIO within seven days of delivering

provision of Article. 4 point 3 letter f of the Public Procurement

the KIO decision, sending at the same time a copy to the

Law exempts this type of contracts from the application of

opposing party of the claim. Lodging a claim to the court

the Public Procurement Law. This provision will have to be

does not result in a “standstill” period. Consequently the

repealed in order to ensure compliance of the Polish law with

tender authority is entitled to execute the public procurement

Directive 2009/81/EC.

agreement and the decision of the court does not have any
direct impact to this agreement. However, the tender authority
is obliged to redress any damage suffered by a participant

7.4 Review procedures

as a result of the execution of the agreement with another

Anyone whose legal interest in obtaining a contract has been

KIO is regarded as a court for the purpose of Article 267 of

or might have been prejudiced, or had or might have suffered

the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and

damage as a result of the infringement by the awarding entity

therefore is entitled to ask the European Union Court for

of the provisions of the Public Procurement Law is entitled

a preliminary ruling.

by law to certain enforcement measures: the appeal to the

Recently, first time in history the KIO decided to ask

National Chamber of Appeals (KIO) and subsequently the

a question in connection with a tender organized by the

claim to the regional court.

Poczta Polska S.A. to deliver parcels. The question concerns

Contractors are authorised to appeal against the awarding

the case in which Poczta Polska S.A. eliminated from the

entity’s decision directly to the KIO, which is ruling by a one-

contract award procedure two companies under a new

person panel, or a three-person panel in very complicated

provision allowing the awarding authority to exclude the

matters. What is more important, lodging an appeal to the

contractors, with whom the awarding entity previously

KIO results in a “standstill” period. It means that the public

terminated contract.

participant.
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8.1 Motorways

that concludes a building and operating, or just an operating
agreement, on the conditions set out in that agreement.
Once selected, motorway operators can apply for financial

National roads and motorways are owned by the State

aid from the National Road Fund, and receive warranties and

Treasury and administered by the General Director of Roads

guarantees from the State Treasury.

and Motorways (GDDKiA) which is responsible for national
roads and motorways.
The rules concerning building and operating motorways
are set out in the Toll Motorways and National Road Fund

8.2 Railways

Act. The construction of motorways is financed from the
concessionaire’s own resources if the construction of such

The regulations concerning the use, administration and

motorway is executed by granting a concession for the

maintenance of railway infrastructure are set out in the

construction and operation of the motorway, or from public

Railway Transport Act. The administration of infrastructure

sources (national budget funds or National Road Fund funds)

and the performance of transport services are separated.

if GDDKiA is not willing to grant any concession for the

Currently, a large part of the Polish railway infrastructure is

operation of the motorway.

being repaired or modernised. At the same time, international

GDDKiA chooses the concessionaire during three-phase

and European standards are being introduced, due to the

tender proceedings. The first phase is a preliminary

harmonisation of Polish and European railway infrastructure.

qualification open to joint stock companies and limited liability

Poland is implementing the European Railway Traffic

companies from Poland or another EU member country,

Management System (ERTMS). This system consists of

whose sole business is building or operating roads. The

a unified European radio communication GSM-R (Global

second phase is a limited tender where bidders are evaluated

System for Mobile Communications-Railway) and a unified

according to economic and financial balance, credibility,

European safety control system ETCS (European Train Control

technical and organisational preparation, financial plan and

System). Public procurement rules will apply in this case.

programme of building and operating motorways. The third

From 1 January 2010, due to the liberalisation of railway

phase is negotiating the agreement. When all the proceedings

transport law, carriers throughout the EU will be able to

are finished, the minister in charge of transport matters

operate on the Polish passenger railway transport market. It

concludes an agreement with the selected company. Any

opens up a great opportunity for carriers to set up business in

motorway operating fees are collected by the concessionaire

Poland and compete with national railway companies.
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8.3 Airports
Rules for building and operating airports are set out in the

8.4 W
 ater management
infrastructure

Aviation Law and the Act on Specific Rules for Preparing and
Performing the Investment Concerning Public Airports.

The Act on Collective Water Supply and Collective Disposal

An airport can be built with a permit from the President of the

of Sewage sets out rules and conditions about collective

Office of Civil Aviation. This permit can be granted to: state

water supplies intended for use by people and the collective

and local government bodies, companies in the meaning

disposal of sewage. It also regulates the activities of water-

of Polish Commercial Companies Code, and co-operatives

sewage enterprises.

registered in Poland, associations and individuals residing

Collective water supply and collective disposal of sewage is

in Poland.

the responsibility of the local authorities. However, it can be

To build an airport and perform the investment in a given

commissioned to a private entity in a tender organised under

area, the relevant regional governor has to grant permission.

the public procurement law or by granting a licence. Currently

In this decision, the local governor will set out the location

the licensing system is becoming more and more popular,

of the airport, divide the real property and grant a building

as it is an easier way to repair and modernise the water

permit.

management infrastructure.

Currently there are various plans to build regional and local

Tariffs of the services are fixed by water-sewage enterprises

airports with the participation of foreign capital, for example

and approved by the local council.

in Modlin, Lublin, Białystok, Opole or Koszalin. These
investments are part of preparations for EURO 2012 in Poland
and could be performed with aid from EU funds.
In addition, there are plans for a central airport hub, which will
be a key element for Eastern-European multimodal transport
system. Possible locations are: Radom, Sochaczew and
Mszczonów. This investment will be one of the largest in
recent years.
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8.5 Telecommunications
infrastructure
Regulations concerning telecommunications infrastructure

8.6 E
 uropean Football
Championship
EURO 2012

and services are set out in the Telecommunication Law.

In 2007, the Poland and Ukraine offer was chosen by UEFA’s

In the case of ground telephony, the company TP S.A.,

Executive Committee to organise the European Football

owned by France Telecom, has a dominant position on the

Championship EURO 2012. In order to guarantee that

Polish market. There have been recent attempts to open

the preparation of the tournament will go well, the Polish

the system up to competitors by letting them use TP S.A.

Parliament enacted the special act of EURO 2012. This act

infrastructure. It is achieved by imposing on TP S.A. certain

defines the conditions facilitating the co-ordination and

duties and obligations in specific of sharing network facilities.

supervision of preparatory undertakings for the organisation

Such duties are imposed by the President of the Electronic

of the EURO 2012 tournament in Poland, in particular within

Communications Office.

the scope of infrastructure.

In the case of mobile telephony there are four competing

Under this act, the Council of Ministers of the Republic

operators acting on the Polish market, of which one of them,

of Poland issued a directive defining the preparatory

Polkomtel, is state-owned.

undertakings. Preparatory undertakings are related to

The telecommunications market in Poland is a regulated

design, construction, redevelopment and renovation of

market. It means that, due to its special importance for state

stadiums, other buildings, sporting facilities, roads and other

and society, the regulations are stricter and further reaching

communication facilities etc. Wide ranges of investments

than in other business areas.

are advanced. However, there is still a chance to become

The President of the Electronic Communications Office is

a contractor or a subcontractor in various fields of these

the administrative organ responsible for the regulation and

investments. It is worth noting that, in order to accelerate the

development of telecommunications market in Poland. One

works connected with the undertakings, it was necessary

of the most important goals currently is to introduce a project

to simplify and facilite the legal procedures, in particular

of high-speed Internet, which will be one of the largest

administrative, which had to be conducted.

infrastructure investments in incoming years.
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Under this Act of EURO 2012, the main role in co-ordinating
the organisation the European Football Championship will
be played by PL.2012 Limited Liability Company. PL.2012
is working closely with the Ministry of Sport and Tourism,

International Law Firm

UEFA, the Polish FA and the representatives from Ukraine. It
is responsible for the co-ordination of the work of host city
organisational bodies.
EURO 2012

Algiers
Beijing
Brussels
Bucharest
Budapest
Casablanca
Hanoi
Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong
Istanbul
Kyiv
London
Moscow
New York
Paris
Saint Petersburg
Shanghai
Tunis
Warsaw

EURO 2012
Football Championship
Poland / Ukraine
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There are over 400 legislative acts and regulations governing

According to the applicable regulations, certain facilities

environment protection in Poland. The most important are:

posing an insignificant impact on environment do not

QQ the

Act on Environmental Protection from 27 April 2001

require these licences. It is sufficient to submit the relevant

QQ the

Act on Waste and the Water Law of 18 July 2001.

notification to the administrative authorities

These acts, along with the legal acts described below, were
adopted in order to bring Polish law into line with community
requirements.

9.2 Waste management

9.1 E nvironmental permits

Waste is managed under “waste management plans”
adopted at a national and regional level.
Companies conducting specialised activity in the scope of

Facilities posing a particular environment threat are required

waste management must have a separate administrative

to hold an integrated permit. This permit covers all the issues

licence.

concerning the facilities’ impact on the environment.

All waste management and waste production licences must

Facilities requiring an integrated licence are submitted to more

be consistent with the waste management plans.

restrictive environmental requirements (the Best Available

The current Polish law is relatively liberal regarding corporate

Techniques – BAT).

liability concerning waste management. The main obligation

For facilities that do not require an integrated licence, a sector

of companies is to transfer waste to entities holding required

licence is usually required. This licence governs particular

permits for waste management.

forms of environmental impact, such as:

By transferring waste to specialised and entitled entities, the

QQ a

licence for emitting gases or dust into the air

company also transfers liability for waste management.

QQ a

licence for the specific use of inland waters (for the intake

There are no taxes in Poland on the production of waste.

of underground or surface waters, for the release of sewage

Fees are only incurred by entities storing waste on landfills.

into the water or the soil, for the release to sewage systems

Companies producing waste incur only the costs of

of substances that are particularly hazardous to the water

transferring it to another entity, or its own costs of waste

environment, etc.)

management.

QQ a

licence to produce waste

In the near future, the waste management regulations

QQ a

licence for the emission of noise to the environment.

are expected to change, as the current system does not
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guarantee the full compliance of Polish obligations towards

Required recovery and recycling levels are varied – and

the EU. In particular, Poland has not yet implemented the new

regarding packaging can be as much as 60% (this level

EU Directive from 2008 concerning waste.

should be achieved by 2014, with lower but steadily

The years 2012 and 2013 will be marked by the

increasing levels in force before then).

implementation of a deep reform of the municipal waste

Companies can transfer their recovery and recycling

management sector. New provisions in this area impose the

obligations to specialised “recovery organisations”, where

management of this type of waste on municipalities. The aim

the payment for such services is considered to meet the

of the reform is to ensure Poland’s observance of the EU

company’s obligations in that scope.

requirements for waste recovery and recycling and reducing

If a company fails to meet its obligations of recovery and

the amount of biodegradable waste deposited in landfills.

recycling – independently, or by concluding an appropriate
agreement with a recovery organisation – it will be charged
a “product fee”.

9.3 R ecovery and
recycling of products
and packaging

9.4 Air protection
Air protection is mostly achieved through the requirement to

The applicable regulations impose an obligation on

obtain an integrated permit, a licence to emit gas or dust into

companies marking packaging, products in packaging and

the air, or by submitting the relevant notification.

certain specified products to provide recovery and recycling

Applicable regulations set out precise emission standards for

of some of the products. In addition to packaging, the

particular installations, which are the basis for issuing such

obligation covers tyres, batteries, lubrication oils, and electric

licences.

and electronic devices.

Any emission of gas or dust to the air leads to the payment of

There are also special obligations on companies producing

relevant fees.

or importing vehicles. The obligations are limited to the need

Regardless of this, there are particular regulations governing:

to provide a nation-wide recovery network for used vehicles

QQ the

protection of the ozone layer

(without the need to indicate particular recovery or recycling

QQ the

emission of greenhouse gases.

levels).
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The greenhouse gases reduction system concerns

9.6 Flora protection

companies operating medium and large installations in the
energy, metallurgical and iron and steel, mineral and paper

An indication of flora protection can be seen by the

sector. In order to be covered by the system, an individual

requirement to obtain licences for cutting down trees. Tree

licence for participation in the emission trade system is

removal also leads to additional taxes, though payment can

necessary. The permitted greenhouse emission level is

be postponed and amortised if the company that wishes to

defined in a personal allocation on the basis of a regulation

cut down trees replants the appropriate trees elsewhere.

by the Council of Ministers. Exceeding this level leads to
an additional fine. Entitlements for greenhouse gas emission
can be freely traded and sold.
Legislative work is currently underway on new regulations for

9.7 Soil pollution

limiting emissions of greenhouse gases, so the current legal
framework in this area will probably change.

Polish law concerning land reclamation and the need to
protect acquired rights has been amended many times and is
very complex.

9.5 Water protection

In general, there are some precise standards in force
concerning soil and land, which, if exceeded, results in the
soil being deemed polluted and where reclamation measures

Water protection is ensured by the requirement to obtain

are necessary.

an integrated permit or licence for the particular use of inland

It is crucial to know precisely when the soil became polluted.

waters. Licences are not generally required if a company is

All land polluted before 30 April 2007 should be reclaimed

connected to the public water supply and drains sewage

by the current owners. For pollution made after that time the

to the public sewage system (with the exception of draining

polluter bears liability.

harmful substances to the water environment through the

Reclamation consists in restoring the soil quality to within

sewage system).

the quality standards. There are some exceptions for land

Taking water from another source, or disposing of sewage

polluted before 1980, for which the reclamation obligation is

to the water system or the ground, leads to separate fees.

very limited.

Entities using waterworks and sewage companies do not pay
this tax, but incur only the costs of the company’s services.
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9.8 Protected areas
Part of Poland is covered by additional protection. The

9.9 S
 anctions and liability
for a violation of rules

protection covers:
QQ national
QQ wildlife

parks

reserves

QQ landscape
QQ protected
QQ areas

parks

landscape areas

covered by the “Natura 2000” programme

QQ ecological
QQ natural

land

landscapes.

Depending on the kind of protection, there are various
prohibitions on environmental or landscaping interference
valid for specific areas, including a ban on commencing new
business activity.

Sanctions for violations are varied. They can include:
QQ additional

fees (‘increased fees’) for using the environment

without the necessary licences
QQ administrative
QQ fines

fees for violating the conditions of licences

(of up to PLN 5,000), arrest (for up to 30 days) or the

restriction of liberty – inflicted only on individuals for minor
offences
QQ imprisonment

– inflicted only on individuals for significant

violations
QQ administrative

decisions on the discontinuation of

a company’s business activity.

Particularly significant are prohibitions concerning “Natura

In addition to these sanctions, the administrative authorities

2000” areas. These areas will finally cover over 1/5 of the

are entitled to demand that all consequences of any violation

country. Performing any investments in these areas comes

of the provisions of the Act on Environmental Protection be

with a number of conditions: additional administrative permits,

remedied.

lack of alternative solutions, providing compensation for any
disturbance to nature. These limitations also concern areas

Gide Loyrette Nouel

adjacent to “Natura 2000” areas.

Warsaw is a partner

Particularly restrictive conditions for investments concern

company of ZPGO

“Natura 2000” areas, which have been created with the aim of

(Waste Management

protecting priority species.

Employers’
Association)
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Most of the regulations on consumer protection result from

Consumers are also protected against damage caused

the adoption of the acquis communautaire following Poland’s

by dangerous products. In such cases, liability is borne by

accession to the European Union. The relevant EC Directives

producers, importers, and, in certain circumstances, by

have been implemented into the Civil Code as well as into

sellers. A manufacturer that generates hazardous products is

separate acts of Parliament.

responsible for any potential injury caused by such products.
In addition, manufacturers of materials and producers
of end products bear the same liability, unless the injury

10.1 Product safety

results exclusively from the defective construction of a given
product or the instructions provided by the manufacturer.
Compensation is only due where such damage exceeds the

Producers and sellers of goods purchased by consumers

polish equivalent up to EUR 500.

bear special responsibilities. Generally, they must ensure that
their products are as safe as possible and that they comply
with all the required standards.
A safe product is one that, under normal or reasonably
foreseeable conditions of use (including length of use),
presents only minimal risks to human health and safety.

10.2 Consumer interests
10.2.1 Abusive contract clauses

A dangerous product is defined as one that fails to meet this
criterion.

All contracts with consumers are subject to special rules.

Consumers have the right of access to full information about

These rules apply mainly to “standard agreements”, the

a given product, to be able to assess any potential risks

terms of which are set unilaterally by sellers and suppliers.

associated with its use.

One disadvantage is that standard agreements cannot be

The General Product Safety Act dated 12 December 2003

negotiated, although they largely facilitate the commercial

(“GPSA”) applies to the supply of all brand new and used

exchange. To protect consumers, the Civil Code prohibits the

products to consumers. Where industry-specific legislation

use of “abusive clauses” that infringe consumer rights or go

sets out certain product safety requirements, such

against the generally accepted good practices. If entered/

requirements always prevail over the corresponding GPSA

incorporated in a contract, such abusive clauses are not

requirements. However, the GPSA may place additional

binding.

requirements that affect the actions of the supplier.
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The Civil Code lists clauses deemed to be abusive. Where

to display clear and accurate product information and to

there is any doubt, a clause will be deemed unlawful if:

guarantee that products comply with the terms of sale.

QQ it

Under the 2002 Consumer Sales Act, the seller has to

excludes or substantially limits the performance liability to

the consumer’s disadvantage
QQ it

contains terms that the consumer could not have known

before the contract was concluded
QQ it

requires that the consumer enters into further similar

contracts in the future.

guarantee that the goods he sells satisfy the requirements
provided by the contract for a period of two years following
their delivery. If such goods do not meet the contractual
requirements, consumers are entitled to request the goods to
be repaired or replaced. If it is impossible, consumers have

The Civil Code also provides that contractual terms must be

the right to request a price discount or their contract to be

drafted in a plain, intelligible language, and states that any

rescinded.

ambiguities should be resolved in favour of the consumers.

A seller who is liable towards a consumer can in turn hold

It should be noted that the President of the Office for

the producer liable, under the terms of their commercial

Competition and Consumer Protection (“President of the

relationship.

OCCP”) maintains a Register of Abusive Clauses. New

The legislation also provides that consumer guarantees must

terms are added to this Register if they are declared

be drafted clearly and they must state what rights they confer.

abusive by the Court for Competition and Consumer

Stricter rules apply to distance selling, i.e. sales by internet,

Protection in Warsaw. All such terms become effective

telephone or post. Consumers are entitled to withdraw from

towards all, and their application constitutes a criminal

a contract within 10 days from the delivery of a product or the

offence subject to a fine. What is more, the use of abusive

conclusion of a service contract.

clauses infringes collective consumer interests, as defined
by the 2007 Act on Competition and Consumer Protection
(“Competition Act”).

10.2.2 Consumer sale

10.2.3 Consumer credit
The Consumer Credit Act of 20 July 2001 regulates
agreements by which businesses grant or promise to grant
credit to a consumer.

Special importance is attached to sale and purchase

The most common forms of consumer credit facility are:

agreements with consumers. Polish law imposes stringent

QQ loan

requirements on business sellers, including an obligation

QQ credit

agreements
agreements (as defined in the Banking Law)
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QQ agreements

on postponing the payment by the consumer.

When entering into a credit agreement, consumers enjoy
certain rights, such as:
QQ the

right to redeem a loan before it matures

QQ the

right to rescind an agreement under certain

circumstances.

drafted in their own language, as long as it is an official
language
QQ the

timeshare providers’ obligation to provide consumers

with a translation of the contract into an official language of
the country where the timeshare accommodation is located
QQ any

credit agreement concluded on the basis or in relation

Lenders, on the other hand, have certain duties, such as:

with the timeshare contract is rescinded automatically

QQ duty

to notify the consumer of the current interest rate

together with the timeshare contract.

QQ duty

to pay all costs in connection with the loan, including

interest, commission, etc.

Moreover, a typical timeshare contract must include all the
information required by the act, for example:
QQ names

10.2.4 Timeshare

and addresses of the parties and of the owner of

accommodation
QQ accurate
QQ amount

The 2000 Timeshare Act regulates the right to use a holiday

description of the property

of the flat rate annual charge, plus other charges

relating to the facility.

property for a certain period of time (one week or more)
every year under a timeshare agreement. The term of the
agreement is at least three years, during which the right
holder is obliged to make an annual flat rate payment.
The act provides for the following protection to timeshare

10.2.5 U nfair commercial
practices

buyers:

Some commercial practices are regulated by the 1993 Unfair

QQ the

Competition Act (see chapter 11.5 below).

right to a 10-day cooling off period in which consumers

can withdraw from the agreement without any reason and

Pursuant to the Unfair Competition Act, an “act of unfair

without any liability towards the timeshare provider (apart

competition” means any “act contrary to the law or good

from having to pay the cost of the contract)

practice, which threatens or infringes the interests of other

QQ a

strict prohibition on the timeshare provider soliciting

money from consumers during the cooling off period
QQ the

timeshare providers’ obligation to provide consumers

with a brochure, which forms part of the timeshare contract

enterprises or customers.”
Practices prohibited by the act include:
QQ naming

an enterprise with the intent to mislead clients as to

its identity
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QQ misleading

a client as to the key attributes of products or

QQ creating

to the non-performance or improper performance of

QQ explicitly

services
QQ inciting

premises until a contract is concluded

a contract
products and misleading a client as to their

identity

The Unfair Market Practices Act grants consumers a direct
right of action. The consumer has a right to demand from the

products or services to clients tied with a premium of

products or services of a different kind
QQ engaging
QQ bribing

informing a consumer the trader’s job or life

depends on the conclusion of the contract.

QQ counterfeiting

QQ selling

an impression that the consumer cannot leave the

in unfair or prohibited advertising

a person performing a public function

QQ discriminatory

contracting and selling below the costs.

trader to:
QQ cease

the illegal practice

QQ remove
QQ make

the effects of unlawful acts

a statement with relevant contents and form

QQ award

damages for the loss suffered.

Please note that the Unfair Competition Act does not provide
to consumers a direct right of action, which means that they
cannot take a case to court.
Proceedings against unfair commercial practices may be
initiated by consumer organisations or the undertakings
threatened by such practices.

10.3 Consumer
information

Commercial practices that harm consumer’s interests are also
regulated bythe 2007 Unfair Market Practices Act. The act

Polish Law requires that consumers are provided with

defines and prohibits any unfair, misleading and aggressive

easy access to clear information in business-to-consumer

commercial practices, which may in particular consist of:

transactions. Consumer information must always be correct

QQ misleading

and complete in all respects, such as price, quantity,

a consumer as to the key attributes of products

or services
QQ spreading
QQ claiming

false information about the product or service

to be a signatory of a code of conduct when

a trader is not
QQ falsely

stating that a product will only be available for a very

limited time

maintenance and associated risks.
In accordance with the provisions of the Competition Act,
a failure to impart fair, truthful and complete information to
consumers constitutes a practice infringing the consumers’
collective interest, i.e. one which may potentially affect
an unlimited number of people.
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10.4 Enforcement

exposed to such unfair terms, as well as by any of the
above-mentioned consumer protection entities. The court

In Poland, consumer protection regulations can be enforced

that considers such claims is the Court for Competition and

under either private or public law provisions. In the first case,

Consumer Protection in Warsaw. A decision barring the use

it is mostly private actors (i.e. individual consumers and

of a given abusive clause is published in the official judicial

businesses) that resort to the mechanisms of private law

and economic journal, “Monitor Sądowy i Gospodarczy”, and

to have various disputes resolved. Public authorities mainly

sent to the President of the OCCP who introduces it to the

rely on public law remedies such as investigative powers,

Register of Abusive Clauses.

injunctions and fines.

Cases that do not qualify for any of the above procedures can

The key procedures that may be used against enterprises

be brought:

suspected of infringing consumer rights are set out in the

QQ before

1993 Unfair Competition Act, the 2007 Competition Act and
the 2007 Unfair Market Practices Act.
As mentioned above, consumers cannot bring action in their
own name, except under the provisions of the Unfair Market

a common court, on the basis of standard civil

procedure provided for in the Code of Civil Procedure or
QQ before

a consumer settlement court, on the basis of

an arbitration procedure, though the enterprise concerned
must consent to the proceedings.

Practices Act.

Finally, the 2010, Act on Pursuing Claims in Group

Claims under the Unfair Competition Act can be brought by

proceedings (“Class Action Act”) represents a considerable

consumer associations or the undertakings threatened by

step in the matter of the Consumer Protection or private

unfair practices.

enforcement of Competition law. From now, a group of at

The President of the OCCP is the only authority empowered

least ten (natural or legal) persons can jointly pursue their

to issue decisions prohibiting certain practices on the

claims. The scope of application encompasses consumer

grounds that they are detrimental to consumer interests and

protection, product liability and acts in tort (thus including

requesting that infringements be remedied. The President

infringements of competition law). In this kind of groups, not

of the OCCP can also fine the infringing party up to 10% of

all the members will act as claimants, they will select from

its total annual turnover. The President of the OCCP is also

among themselves a representative of the group, who will be

responsible for screening standard consumer agreements

able to bring a class action for the benefit of all the members.

and ensuring product safety.

This representative can be a member of the group or the

In cases concerning the use of unfair contractual terms the

consumer ombudsman. Before courts, the group can only be

procedure is different. Claims may be brought by anyone

represented by a lawyer.
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The Competition Act is the principal legal vehicle for
controlling mergers, anti-competitive agreements between
undertakings and abuses of a dominant position. It sets

11.1.1 R estrictive agreements
and practices

out the main objectives of Polish competition policy, which

The most common example of an anti-competitive

include:

arrangement is an agreement on prices, where undertakings

QQ a

jointly fix price levels, as a result of which consumers are

prohibition on concerted practices, agreements and

associations between undertakings that may prevent,

unable to take advantage of competition between suppliers to

restrict or distort competition, and a prohibition on the

obtain competitive prices.

abuse of a dominant position

Other types of prohibited agreements are those that:

QQ a

preventive supervision of any mergers that may

significantly impede effective competition in a given market,
by approving or prohibiting the envisaged alliances.
Other aspects of Polish competition law include the
supervision of aid granted by the State, or from State
resources in any form, if it threatens to distort competition by
favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain
goods.

QQ limit

or control production, markets, technical development

or investment
QQ share

markets or sources of supply

QQ apply

dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with

different trading partners, thereby placing one partner at
a competitive disadvantage
QQ make

the conclusion of a contract subject to the trading

partner accepting supplementary obligations that, by
their nature or according to commercial usage, have
no connection with the subject of the contract.

11.1 Anti-trust regulations

Such agreements are prohibited in Poland under Article 6 of
the Competition Act and the Polish competition authorities
have been empowered to enforce this prohibition.

In the Polish context, the rules governing restrictive

Still, there is a gradation in the strength of the prohibitions: in

agreements and practices (cartels and other forms of

fact, there is on one side some hardcore restrictions and, on

collusion) and the rules prohibiting abuses of dominant

the other side, some exemptions that make an agreement

position can both be described as anti-trust rules.

applicable if some conditions are fulfilled (often a balance test).
Firstly, concerning the hardcore restrictions, these latest
refer to some agreements and business practices restricting
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competition that are deemed particularly serious as they do

between competitors and 10% with respect to agreements

not normally produce any beneficial effects.

between undertakings that do not compete with each other.

They, therefore almost always infringe competition law. Under

Then, as it was previously announced, concerning some

Polish law, the most important examples on the horizontal

a priori prohibited anti competitive agreements the

level include agreements between competitors that fix prices,

implementing regulations render this prohibition inapplicable

allocate markets or restrict the quantity of goods or services

to an agreement that generates enough benefits to outweigh

to be produced, bought or supplied.

its anti-competitive effects. Such agreements are said to

In vertical relationships, examples of such hardcore

be exempt from the prohibition on restrictive agreements

restrictions are the resale price maintenance, restrictions

prescribed in Article 6 of the Competition Act.

related to market partitioning by territory or by consumer, and

The most important rules in this respect are provided by

restrictions on cross-supplies between appointed distributors

a number of regulations issued by the Council of Ministers

within a selective distribution system.

under Article 8 §2 of the Competition Act (“Block Exemption

Such restrictions are known as blacklisted clauses and

Regulations”).

prevent an agreement from qualifying for a block exemption

Block exemption regulations exist, for instance, for vertical

or for the de minimis exemption. Furthermore, agreements

agreements, R&D agreements, specialisation agreements,

containing blacklisted clauses are unlikely to be exempted on

insurance agreements, technology transfer agreements and

the basis on the basis of an individual assessment.

car distribution agreements. Where an agreement meets

The most important cases for horizontal and vertical agreements

the conditions set out in a block exemption regulation, it is

in Poland concerned the construction materials and fuels sector.

deemed to be valid and enforceable, even though it may have

Secondly, concerning the exemptions, three types of them

appreciable anti-competitive effects.

should be presented:

Finally, even where an anti-competitive agreement does not

QQ the

de minimis exemption

fall within any of the above exemptions, it may be still allowed

QQ the

block exemption

on the basis of an individual assessment under Article 8 §1

QQ the

individual exemption

of the Competition Act, also called “the rule of reason”. To

The de minimis exemption is based on the assumption that

benefit from this “individual exemption”, the undertakings

the impact of certain agreements or practices on competition

concerned must prove that the benefits of their agreement to

can be considered to be non-appreciable. This applies where

general welfare (product improvement, technical or economic

the total market share of the undertakings involved remains

progress, benefits to consumers) outweigh their restrictive

below specified thresholds: 5% with respect to agreements

effects on competition.
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11.1.2 Abuse of market power

In Poland, rules on a dominant position have been used most
frequently to control the exercise of monopoly power in the

The Competition Act also prohibits any abuse of

liberalised energy market, and in the telecommunication,

market power, often referred to as “market dominance”.

waste disposal and water supply sectors.

An undertaking is said to hold a dominant position when its
economic power enables it to operate in a market without
considering the reaction of its competitors or intermediate or
final customers. There is a presumption that a market share

11.2 Merger control

of 40% is significant and hence indicative of a dominant
position. However, there may be factors permitting the

The control of mergers and acquisitions is an important

conclusion that an undertaking with 40% of the market is not

component of competition policy. In general, only mergers

dominant.

that would significantly impede effective competition (the

Some examples of abuses of a dominant position may be:

SIEC test), in particular through creating or strengthening

QQ the

a dominant market position, are prohibited in Poland. It

direct or indirect imposition of unfair prices, including

excessively high or low prices
QQ a

significantly deferred payment terms or other unfair

conditions of purchase or sale
QQ the

restriction of production, supply or technical

development to the detriment of customers
QQ the

application of dissimilar or burdensome conditions to

equivalent transactions
QQ making

the conclusion of an agreement subject to

means however that a concentration may be prohibited
even if it does not lead to the creation or strengthening of
a dominant position on the market.
The merger control applies regardless of any actual or
potential overlaps between the parties.
The system for monitoring merger transactions is also
governed by the Competition Act. It imposes on firms
an obligation to seek clearance for certain large-scale

acceptance or performance of another service that has

mergers. Clearance is a condition precedent for completing

no substantial or customary relation to the subject of the

a transaction, which means that the transaction cannot be

agreement

completed without a previous approval OCCP. The only

QQ hindering

the creation and development of competition.

exception is provided for public bids for listed companies,

Market behaviour that constitutes abuse of a dominant

where the acquiring party may finalise the bid but is required

position generally lacks legal effect.

to abstain from exercising voting rights before receiving the
clearance decision
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11.2.1 T he Concept
of concentration

directly involved in the concentration belong to capital groups
with subsidiaries in Poland.
The second test of the OCCP’s jurisdiction involves a turnover

The Competition Act contains a two-fold test to establish

threshold which is designed to identify those transactions that

whether the Polish competition authority, namely the

may have an impact in Poland.

President of the OCCP, has jurisdiction.

The obligation to notify the concentration to the OCCP

The first test is that the transaction must be a “concentration”,

concerns transactions in which the combined worldwide

defined as:

turnover of all the parties participating in the transaction

QQ the

(i.e. capital groups of the buyer and the seller) exceeds the

intended merger of two or more independent

undertakings
QQ an

intended takeover – whether by acquiring or taking

polish equivalent of EUR 1,000,000,000 in the financial
year preceding the year of notification. In this respect,

up shares or by obtaining direct or indirect control of the

the combined worldwide turnover of both parties to the

undertaking in some other way

transaction is intended as a measure of the general scale of

QQ the

intended creation of a joint undertaking by one or more

undertakings
QQ the

intended acquisition of a part of the assets of the

the undertakings concerned. Note that turnover as defined
here includes the turnover both of undertakings participating
directly in the concentration and of other undertakings

undertaking (all or part of the undertaking’s business), if the

belonging to the same capital groups.

turnover generated by such assets in Poland in either of the

A concentration that does not meet the above threshold of

two years preceding the notification exceeded the Polish

EUR 1,000,000,000 is still notifiable if the combined Polish

equivalent up to EUR 10,000,000.

turnover of all the parties participating in the transaction

As a rule, the notification requirement only applies to

exceeds the equivalent of EUR 50,000,000 in the financial

transactions concluded in Poland. However, the OCCP

year preceding the year of notification.

extends its jurisdiction to include transactions concluded
anywhere in the world where: (a) they are considered
a concentration under Polish law and (b) they have, or may
have, effects in Poland.
It should be noted that extra-territorial concentrations are
deemed to have effects in Poland if at least one of the parties
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11.2.2 T he General obligation
to notify

If the target’s Polish turnover did not exceed the Polish
equivalent up to EUR 10,000,000 in each of the two years
preceding the year in which notification would otherwise

The concentration intent should be notified:

have to be made, the transaction does not fall within the

QQ in

scope of the Polish merger control rules. Please note that this

the case of a merger by companies, jointly by the entities

taking part in the transaction
QQ in

the case of taking over control, by the entity taking over

control
QQ in

the case of creating a joint undertaking, by all the entities

involved in the establishment of a joint undertaking
QQ in

the case of acquiring part of assets of an undertaking, by

the entity to acquire assets.

exemption only applies to transactions that involve a takeover
of control.
In general, the relevant turnover will be calculated as all
amounts received by the target and its subsidiaries from
the sale of products and the provision of services derived
from transactions entered into with undertakings whose
registered office is in Poland or with individuals domiciled in

When a concentration is carried out by a dominant company

Poland.

through two or more of its subsidiaries, the concentration

In addition to the de minimis exemption described above,

intent should be notified by the dominant company.

there are four other exemptions. These apply when:

A merger notification should be submitted before concluding

QQ a

financial institution, whose normal activities include

the transaction defined as a concentration, as soon as the

investing in the stocks and shares of other undertakings,

intention to concentrate may be sufficiently substantiated

either as principal or as agent, makes temporary purchases

(e.g. by signing a letter of intent, preliminary purchase

of stocks and shares with a view to reselling them, provided

agreement, advancing a public bid, etc.).

that resale takes place within one year of the date of
purchase and provided that:

11.2.3 E xemptions from the
notification obligation
There are a number of exemptions from the notification
obligation. The most important of them is commonly referred
to as the “turnover exemption” or the “de minimis exemption”.

OO the

institution does not exercise any rights attaching to

these stocks or shares, save for the right to a dividend, or
OO the

institution exercises those rights solely in order to

facilitate the resale of all or part of an undertaking, its
property, or the stocks and shares themselves
QQ an

undertaking makes temporary purchases of stocks and

shares for the purpose of securing debts, provided this
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undertaking does not exercise the rights attached to these
stocks or shares, save for the right to sell them
QQ the

concentration occurs in the course of insolvency

11.2.5 T ime constraints
and fees

proceedings, save for cases where the party intending to

As a rule, the OCCP has two months from the date of filing

take control is a competitor of the undertaking taken over

the notification to examine any merger and to issue either

or belongs to a capital group to which competitors of the

a clearance or a prohibition. The absence of any response

undertaking belong

within this period is deemed to be a tacit acceptance of the

QQ the

concentration concerns undertakings from the same

capital group.

notified transaction.
Please note, however, that this statutory period is suspended in
the event of an official request for additional data or information

11.2.4 Investigation procedure

to be submitted by the parties. Therefore, if the notification
is incomplete or if the OCCP takes a particular interest in the
transaction, the procedure could take longer to complete.

Merger control notification has to be made on an official form,

In practice, if the transaction does not give rise to any specific

which is strictly prescribed by the Regulation of the Council

competition concerns, clearance is usually granted within

of Ministers dated 17 July 2007 concerning the method of

the statutory investigation period. The procedure may even

calculation of the turnover of undertakings participating in

be accelerated where comprehensive market information is

the concentration, regarding notification of an intention to

provided.

concentrate.

The official fee payable on filing the notification is PLN 5,000.

Clearance is a condition precedent to completing

In course of the merger proceedings, the OCCP may ask third

a transaction, which means that the transaction cannot

parties for any information necessary to conduct the merger

be completed without obtaining approval from the OCCP.

review.

The only exception is provided for public bids for listed

The parties to the concentration are also obliged to provide

companies, where the acquiring party may finalise the bid

the requested information subject to fine amounting to up to

but is required to abstain from exercising voting rights before

the PLN equivalent of up to EUR 50,000,000.

receiving the clearance decision.

The parties to the concentration are also obliged to provide
any information required for the review. The sanctions for
not providing the requested information are the return of the
notification and the closing of the proceedings.
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OCCP may also conduct inspections or dawn raids to gather

There is a system of fines that may be imposed by the OCCP

the information required for an assessment of the merger.

for a failure to comply with competition law. The penalties are

A clearance decision expires if the concentration has not

discretionary and may range:

been implemented within two years from its issuance date.

QQ up

to 10% of the total annual revenue of an entity where

At the request of the notifying party, the OCCP may extend the

that entity enters into an agreement aimed at preventing,

validity of the merger decision by one year, if it substantiates

restricting or distorting competition, or it abuses its dominant

that no change in the market conditions occurred that could

position, or it proceeds with a merger before obtaining

result in a different assessment of the case.

a clearance decision from the President of the OCCP
QQ the

PLN equivalent of up to EUR 50,000,000 where

no information, or incorrect or false information, was

11.3 Enforcement

provided during merger or antimonopoly inspection
proceedings
QQ the

PLN equivalent of up to EUR 10,000 for each day of

The Competition Act is enforced by the president of the

delay in complying with a decision of the president of the

OCCP, which is the central administrative body. The decisions

OCCP or with a ruling of the Competition and Consumer

and guidelines of the OCCP, as well as court rulings issued

Protection Court.

pursuant to appeals against decisions of the OCCP, may be

In addition, the Competition Act sets out penalties that

published in the Official Journal of the Office. Administrative

may be imposed by the OCCP on an individual acting as

decisions of the OCCP related to competition law may be

a manager or member of a governing body of an entity or

appealed against to a special court set up within the Warsaw

group of entities (up to a maximum of 50 times the average

Regional Court (the “Competition and Consumer Protection

remuneration) for breaching the law.

Court”). Appeal applications against a Competition and

Fines imposed by the OCCP may be appealed to the

Consumer Protection Court ruling may be filed to the Appeal

Competition and Consumer Protection Court. Such fines

Court. Appellate proceedings are governed by the provisions

constitute revenue of the State budget and may be collected

on commercial matters in the Code on Civil Proceedings.

pursuant to executory administrative proceedings (involving

A second instance ruling may be further appealed to the

forced seizure of assets and measures related to bank

Supreme Court, whatever the amount involved, but only on

accounts and other property of a debtor).

questions of law. The appeal must be filed within two months

If a non notified concentration, or a concentration

of the date the relevant ruling is received.

implemented without a prior consent of OCCP, poses
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a substantial threat to competition on the market, OCCP

to distort competition by favouring certain firms or the

may issue a disinvestment decision if the restoration of

production of certain goods. By giving certain firms or

competition on the market is no possible otherwise. The

products favoured treatment to the detriment of other firms

decision, while setting a time limit for its implementation, may

or products, state aid seriously disrupts normal competitive

provide in particular for:

forces.

QQ separating

The aid in question can take a variety of forms such as, for

the merged undertaking under conditions

defined in the decision
QQ disposing
QQ disposing

instance:

of all or part of the undertaking’s assets

QQ state

of shares granting control over the undertaking or

QQ interest

undertakings, or dissolving the jointly controlled company.

QQ tax

grants
relief

relief

These sanctions may only be imposed within five years from

QQ state

the date of implementing the concentration.

QQ provision

The Competition Act provides a possibility to apply for

guarantees
of goods and services belonging to the state on

preferential terms.

leniency. Pursuant to Article 109, participants to a prohibited

In Poland, the main actor in this area is the President of

agreement may apply for full or partial immunity from fine

the OCCP. Its competences in the field of State aid are

if their co-operation with OCCP serves to sanction the

regulated in the Act of 30 April 2004on the procedural issues

practice.

concerning State aid.

It should be noted that the average amount of fines is

According to it, the President of the Office:

increasing and a stricter fining policy is being seen. The

QQ carries

OCCP has taken steps to improve their transparency though.

out proceedings regarding preparations for

notification of draft aid schemes, drafts of individual aid and
individual aid for restructuring
QQ co-operates

11.4 State aid

granting authorities, entities applying for aid and aid
beneficiaries with respect to State aid
QQ represents

On Poland’s accession to the European Union, EU rules

Poland in proceedings before the Commission

and the Courts of the European Union

on state aid became directly applicable in Poland. The EC

QQ carries

Treaty prohibits any aid granted by the state, or from state

QQ monitors

resources in any form whatsoever, if it distorts or threatens

with entities preparing aid schemes, aid

out proceedings regarding State aid recovering
the State aid granted to undertakings.
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11.5 Unfair competition

QQ order

the defendant to make a statement at its own

expense with relevant contents and form, for example
Since the over-riding principle of the provisions described
above is to combat agreements and practices threatening

by publishing the decision in the dispute in one or more
journals

the “public interest”, they should not affect market behaviour

QQ award

that is only harmful to the individual interests of companies or

QQ order

consumers.
However, such market behaviour can be considered “unfair

damages for the loss suffered

the defendant to surrender benefits obtained

improperly
QQ order

the defendant to pay a sum for specific social

competition” and come under the 1993 Unfair Competition

purposes related to supporting Polish culture or protecting

Act (see chapter 10.2 above).

national heritage.

Acts of unfair competition do not in principle constitute

At the request of the indemnified party, the court

a criminal offence under Polish law, and therefore they are

may also order the disposal of products, packaging,

not prosecuted in criminal courts. Claims arising from unfair

advertising materials and other articles directly related to

competition regulations are enforced through the civil courts,

the infringement. In particular, the court may order their

as they are similar to tort claims.

destruction or their application in satisfaction of damages.

Nevertheless, there are some acts of unfair competition that
may constitute a criminal offence and thus give rise to criminal
liability.
Companies whose interests have been violated or threatened
by acts prohibited in the act may raise claims on the basis
of the unfair competition regulations. Where an act of unfair
competition violates or threatens the interests of consumers,
organisations with relevant statutory powers may raise
claims.
A claimant claiming under the unfair competition regulations
may request the court to:
QQ order

the defendant to cease the unlawful acts

QQ order

the defendant to remove the effects of unlawful acts
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Intellectual property rights often constitute a significant part of

Since 2004, Poland adheres to the European Patent

a company’s market value. Trade marks, inventions, patents

Organisation and is a part to the European Patent Treaty

and industrial designs not only generate revenue, but they

(1973). Since 2005, Poland also adheres to the World

also foster trade flow, innovation and development. Therefore,

Trade Organisation (WTO) and is bound by Annex 1C of the

high standards of IP protection are crucial for the promotion

Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the WTO – Trade Related

and facilitation of investments.

Aspects of Intellectually Property Rights (TRIPS).

Polish Intellectual Property Law distinguishes between

Upon Poland’s accession to the European Union in 2004, the

industrial property rights, copyrights, neighbouring rights and

Community Trade Mark and Community Registered Design

unfair competition.

regulations became applicable in Poland. Polish national
legislation implements a number of Community directives,
such as the codified version of the Council Directive 89/104/

12.1 Key legislation

EEC of 21 December 1988 (known as the “First Directive”) –
Directive 2008/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 22 October 2008 to approximate the laws of the

Intellectual property in Poland is protected by international

Member States relating to trade marks, as well as Directive

and Community regulations, as well as relevant national

2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council

legislation.

of 29 April 2004 on the enforcement of intellectual property

Poland is a party to a number of international treaties, such as:

rights (also known as “IPR”).

QQ the

Intellectual property protection at a national level is secured

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property

(1883) – Stockholm Act (1975)
QQ the

Treaty on Patent Co-operation (1970)

QQ the

Madrid Agreement on the International Registration of

Trade marks (1891) and the related Protocol (1989)
QQ the

Berne Convention on the Protection of Literary and

Artistic Creations (1886) – Paris Act (1971), as well as
QQ the

Rome Convention for the Protection of Performers,

under:
QQ the

Industrial Property Act of 30 June 2000, which covers

rights to trade marks, geographical indications, inventions,
industrial designs, utility models, integrated circuits and
rationalisation projects
QQ the

Act on Copyright and Associated Rights of 4 February

1994, which covers rights to creative works (including

Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organisations

literary, musical, photographic and audiovisual works and

(1961).

computer software) and neighbouring rights (including
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rights to artistic performances, phonograms, videogames,

Geneva). Where a trade mark is infringed, its holder may

broadcasts, first editions and scientific editions)

demand that infringement be ceased and prohibited in

QQ the

Act on the Suppression of Unfair Competition of 16

future, that the results of the infringement be remedied, that

April 1993, which sets out definitions of fair competition,

any unlawful profits be surrendered, and that all losses be

including certain elements of intellectual property (such as

compensated for (also in form of a lump-sum compensation

enterprise and product identity)

equal to the amount due for the licence of the trade mark

QQ the

Act on Counteracting Unfair Commercial Practices of

infringed, which facilitates claiming damages regarding

23 August 2007, which defines unfair commercial practices,

the burden of proof). The holder can also demand that the

and covers unfair usage of brand names and trade marks

products bearing counterfeit trade marks are destroyed and

(as part of intellectual property)

that the judgement be made public.

QQ the

Civil Code of 23 April 1964, which provides the basis for

Even before filing the law suit, the trade mark holder can

claims relating to the infringement of a business name, and

be granted an injunction in order to cease the illegal traffic

the violation of a company’s personal rights and interests.

for the time of the proceedings; an injunction can also be
claimed in order to preserve the evidence, as well as to obtain
the relevant information, including from third parties, about

12.2 Industrial property
rights
12.2.1 Trade marks

the channels of distribution and storage of the counterfeit
products (all of these claims apply in general to other
industrial property rights).
An exception from the rule of trade mark registration is wellknown trade marks. They can enjoy protection from identical
or similar goods or services even they are not registered.
There is no list of well-known trade marks in Poland, protection

National trade marks are protected under the Industrial

is granted by the fact of public recognition over 50%.

Property Act by virtue of their registration with the Polish

The extent of protection depends on whether a given trade

Patent Office (foreign non-community trade marks “CTM”

mark qualifies as a “recognised trade mark”. Normally, a trade

benefit from protection as the national trade marks upon

mark is only protected if its use in connection with an identical

the extension of their protection in Poland through the

or similar product creates a risk of association between the two

international registration system administered by International

products. However, in the case of recognised trade marks, it

Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organisation in

is not necessary to establish a risk of association in order to
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invalidate identical or similar trade marks. Protection extends

only be protected where the goods’ quality, reputation,

further, as it is possible to prevent a recognised trade mark from

or other characteristics are primarily associated with their

being used in connection with any kind of product, especially

geographical origin.

if such use might be detrimental to the reputation of the trade

Under Polish law, foreign geographical indications will only

mark, or if it would give to the user a non-justified benefit.

be protected if they enjoy similar protection in their country of

The entry on the market of a product bearing a trade mark

origin. National geographical indications are not granted for

gives exclusive rights to this particular trade mark (for a given

the goods referred to in Council Regulation (EC) No 510/2006

product), as long as the product was lawfully entered for

of 20 March 2006 on the protection of geographical

the first time in the European Economic Area (the same rule

indications and designations of origin for agricultural products

applies for patents).

and foodstuffs and in Regulation (EC) No 110/2008 of the

A trade mark is protected for a period of 10 years from the

European Parliament and of the Council of 15 January 2008

date when an application for protection is filed with the

on the definition, description, presentation, labelling and the

Patent Office. After that, it is possible to apply for extensions.

protection of geographical indications of spirit drinks.

However, a trade mark may also be cancelled, for example

Geographical indications are protected for an unlimited period

in the case of genuine non-use for five consecutive years

beginning on the date they are entered in the Register of

without justification, or if it is established that a trade mark

Geographical Indications kept by the Patent Office.

has lost its distinctive character. Trade mark protection may
also be invalidated if the conditions to grant the exclusive right
were not met (for example a similar trade mark with superior

12.2.3 Patents and inventions

seniority was not taken into consideration when registering
the trade mark in question).

Patents are granted to inventions that display the required
level of innovation compared with other inventions, and which

12.2.2 Geographical indications

are suitable for commercial exploitation. They are protected
for 20 years from the date when applications for protection
are filed with the Patent Office.

A geographical indication is a designation that, implicitly

Recent legislative changes to the Industrial Property Act

or explicitly, relates to the name of a town, place, region or

have brought Polish law into line with European Patent

country, and which identifies certain goods as originating

Organisation requirements. Poland has been a member of the

from that location. However, a geographical indication can

EPO since 1 March 2004.
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The owner of a patent enjoys the exclusive right to exploit

a product. Protection is granted for up to 25 years, in five-year

the patented invention throughout Poland. He may transfer

sub-periods, from when an application for protection is filed

that right to a company for an agreed price or free of charge,

with the Patent Office.

or he may license it for exploitation by that entity. He might

In addition to Polish protection, under the Community Designs

also declare before the Patent Office his intention to grant

and Models legislation, designs and models enjoy from

a licence to anyone (the “open licence”) – in this case the

protection even if they have not been registered, within three

commencement of industrial exploitation of the invention

years from their public diffusion. However, national industrial

equals entering into an open licence agreement on the

designs have to be registered. The public announcement of

conditions set out by the owner of a patent (in particular

a design by its author or his legal successor, or made with

an obligation to pay remuneration amounting at most to 10%

their consent, or made illegally by a third party against their

of profits generated by the licensee in line with the exploitation

will, does not prevent registration, as long as registration is

of the invention).

completed within 12 months from the design being revealed

An invention (including industrial designs and utility models)

to the public.

created by an employee or a contractor as part of their duties

Exclusive protection does not cover the characteristics of

is owned by the employer or ordering party. If, however, the

a product incorporating a design determined exclusively by

invention was created outside of the scope of duties, but with

its technical function, and does not cover designs that have

the assistance of any undertaking in the invention process,

to be recreated in a form and shape enabling a mechanic

then that undertaking enjoys the right to exploit the invention

conjunction or interaction with an other product (such as non-

for its business purposes, against fair remuneration paid for

original spare parts).

up to five years (unless the agreement provides otherwise).

12.2.4 Industrial designs

12.2.5 Utility models
A utility model is a new and useful solution of a technical

According to the Industrial Property Act, an industrial design

nature affecting the shape, structure, or arrangement of

is a new form of product or its part. It is essential that the

an object with a durable form. Utility models may also be

design has a unique character. This can result from its lines,

protected legally.

colour, shape or texture, or from the materials a product

Protection is granted for 10 years from when an application

is made from. It may even result from the decoration of

for protection is filed. It grants the beneficiary the exclusive
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right to exploit the utility model for profit or professional

QQ the

right to be credited as the author of the work

purposes in Poland. The scope of protection is specified in

QQ the

right to have the work published in the author’s name,

the description of the utility model.

anonymously or pseudonymously,
QQ the

12.2.6 Integrated circuits

right to the integrity of the work (not to have the work

altered or destroyed without consent)
QQ the

right to decide on the first publication of the work

QQ the

right to supervise the use of the work.

An integrated circuit may be protected where it consists of

In practice, the scope of protection granted by personal rights

a three-dimensional arrangement of interconnections and

depends to a considerable extent on the circumstances of

different elements, expressed in any form, where at least one

the case, including the character of the work, its artistic or

of the elements is active. The topography of the circuit may

scientific value, the degree of creativity involved, as well as

be exploited exclusively by its owner for profit or professional

the accepted and approved practices of a given industry

purposes in Poland.

or artistic circle. This reflects the fact that the relationship

A registered topography will be protected for 10 years from

between the author and the work differs depending on

the end of the calendar year in which it was first marketed,

the character of the work. In Poland, it is not possible for

or for 10 years from the end of the calendar year in which the

an author to waive or assign his personal rights. It is, however,

application for registration was filed with the Patent Office, if

recognised that the author can undertake not to perform its

earlier.

moral copyright.
On the other hand, economic copyright is transferable.
Economic copyright allows its author to exploit the work or

12.3 Copyright and
Neighbouring Rights

to license its use in all fields of exploitation and to receive
remuneration for its use. As an exception to the general
rule, the copyrights to a work created by an employee or
contractor are transferred to the employer or ordering party,
as long as the creation of the work was covered by the

The Act on Copyright and Associated Rights distinguishes

employment/civil contract (this exception is even wider for

moral (i.e. personal) and economic copyrights. In broad

computer software, where the employer or ordering party

terms, moral rights are aimed at protecting the author’s

becomes primarily the holder of the copyright from the

relationship with the work and include:

moment it is established).
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An author’s economic copyright normally expires 70 years

12.4 Market aspects

after his death, or, where copyright belongs to another
person, 70 years after the work was first disseminated.
Claims related to a violation of copyrights correspond to

12.4.1 Unfair Competition

those of industrial property rights. Additionally, the copyright
holder can demand that the infringer publishes an apology;

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property

the amount of lump-sum compensation is equal to double (or

of 1883 considers protection against unfair competition as

triple if the infringement is faulty) the remuneration due for the

a part of the industrial property.

exploitation of the copyrights.

Undertakings are protected against various acts of unfair

One important exception to the general rule that an author

competition, such as: infringements of a commercial name or

enjoys the exclusive right to use his work and to profit from it

goods and services designations, the misuse of confidential

is the freedom of anybody to exploit, for personal use, a work

information, commercial defamation, unlawful advertising

that has already been disseminated free of charge. However,

(including unauthorised comparative advertising), copying of

it must be stressed that the definition of “personal use” is very

product labelling or creating barriers to access to the market

narrow (and that it is further reduced concerning computer

(such as imposing dumping prices etc.).

software). Producers and importers of blank devices and

The claims related to committing acts of unfair competition

carriers that may be used for recording works and the subject

correspond to those of industrial property rights and

of neighbouring rights (within the scope of personal use)

copyrights, with the exception for claiming damages

are obliged to pay collective administration fees up to 3% of

(no lump-sum compensation provided) and injunction

the sales value of those devices and carriers. The fees are

in order to preserve the evidence and obtain relevant

payable to organisations, which distribute them for the benefit

information.

of authors in general.
Neighbouring Rights are a priori protected in the same way
as copyrights, and subject to certain modifications resulting
from their specific nature. For example, artistic performances
rights expire 50 years after they were first was established or
diffused.
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12.4.2 Unfair Commercial
practices
Counteracting unfair commercial practices is a recent
concept implemented to Polish law under the Unfair
business-to-consumer commercial practices in the
internal market directive of 2005. It is only applicable
in relations between businesses and consumers,
and defines unfair commercial practice as contrary
to professional diligence, and which might materially
distort the economic behaviour of the consumer.
Provisions regarding intellectual property prohibit such
an unfair use of brand names and trade marks that can
confuse consumers.
A misled consumer can claim against the business,
forcing the business to cease these practices, to
remove their effect, to make a public apology and to
offer compensation.

Employment Law
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13.1 The employment
relationship

In addition, the Labour Code provides for fixed-term contracts
securing cover for the justifiable absence of an employee.

13.1.1 Key employment
legislation

13.1.3 Employment contract

The key act governing individual and collective relationships

must contain the following information: (a) parties, (b) type of

between employers and employees is the Labour Code dated

contract, (c) date of conclusion and (d) terms of employment

26 June 1974 which has been modified many times.

and remuneration. In particular, it should specify:

The Labour Code, together with certain related regulations

QQ the

type of work to be performed under a given contract

and a range of other legislation, forms the basis of Polish

QQ the

place where it will be performed

employment law.

QQ the

remuneration for work, together with an indication of its

An employment contract should be prepared in writing and

components

13.1.2 Establishing
an employment relationship

QQ the

full-time/part-time status

QQ the

date on which the work is to begin.

Where no written employment contract has been drafted,
the employer must confirm to the employee, in writing and

To establish an employment relationship the employee

not later than on the day of commencing work, the following

and the employer must express their mutual consent. The

terms:

employment contract should be concluded in writing though

QQ the

parties to the contract

it will also happen simply by allowing a person to work. The

QQ the

type of contract

Labour Code distinguishes between the following basic types

QQ the

conditions of employment and remuneration.

of employment contract:

In addition, the employer must communicate to the employee,

QQ for

a trial period

in writing, the basic conditions of employment. This must be

QQ for

a fixed term

provided within seven days of concluding the employment

QQ for

the duration of a specific task

contract, and following any change thereto.

QQ for

an unlimited period.
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13.1.4 Remuneration

not to compete is 25% of the remuneration received by
the employee during the period preceding the end of the

The amount of remuneration to which the employee is entitled

employment relationship, corresponding in length to the

should be agreed between the employer and the employee

period of the non-competition obligation.

directly, in compliance with the remuneration by-laws of the
employer.
It should be emphasised that remuneration is subject to

13.1.6 Work time

special protection under the Labour Code. Therefore, the
employee cannot waive his right to remuneration or transfer

Work time cannot exceed eight hours per day, or an average

the right to remuneration to any other person.

of 40 hours in a five-day working week over a reference
period. Weekly work time, including overtime, cannot exceed

13.1.5 Non-competition
agreement

an average of 48 hours over the course of the established
reference period.
The Labour Code provides for various methods of organising
work time. It is possible to be flexible to meet the needs of the

The Labour Code allows contracts restricting the employee’s

employer (e.g. work only at weekends, work up to 12 hours

ability to directly or indirectly engage in any business

a day, work in three shifts, taking a long break, etc.).

competitive with the employer’s business. Such a contract

Work undertaken outside standard daily and weekly work

must be executed in writing.

time counts as overtime. Under the Labour Code, employees

The Labour Code distinguishes:

are entitled to a supplement of 100% or 50% of their

QQ non-competition

remuneration in respect of overtime worked, in addition to

agreements concluded for the duration of

an employment contract and
QQ non-competition

agreements binding the parties following

the end of employment.

their normal remuneration. Obviously the employer is free to
apply terms that are more favourable to the employee. The
Labour Code also provides that the employer may grant

The first of these is concluded for as long as the employee is

employee an equivalent period of leave for time worked as

employed. Depending on the terms of the agreement, such

overtime. Where this is the case, the employee is not entitled

an arrangement can either be paid or unpaid.

to additional remuneration for the overtime worked.

The second must always be paid. The minimum payment

The Labour Code specifically regulates work undertaken at

that can be agreed in consideration of the arrangement

night and on Sundays or public holidays.
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13.1.7 Leave
The Labour Code distinguishes the following types of leave to

13.1.9 Internal employment
regulations

which employees are entitled:

The organisation of work and the terms of remunerating

QQ annual

leave

employees must be specified in internal employment

QQ unpaid

leave

regulations. Any employer with at least 20 employees is

QQ maternity
QQ child

leave, additional maternity leave, paternity leave

care leave.

obliged to establish employment by-laws and remuneration
by-laws and may established social benefit fund by-laws.

Each employee is entitled to uninterrupted paid annual leave.

These issues may be regulated further by collective labour

The amount of leave depends on the employee’s length of

agreements, and other agreements concluded as a result of

service as follows:

negotiations between employers and trade unions.

QQ 20

It should be emphasised that by-laws and collective labour

days – if the employee has been employed for less than

10 years
QQ 26

days – if the employee has been employed for 10 years

or more.

agreements may not determine employees’ rights and
obligations in such a way that they are less favourable than
those provided by the Labour Code.

The Labour Code sets out detailed rules for calculating the

The additional benefits concerning conditions of employment

amount of leave applicable.

and remuneration may be also granted by social packages
negotiated between the employer or future employer and

13.1.8 Health and safety at work

the trade unions. Social packages govern the rights and
obligations of employees and the employer, and frequently
contain guarantees with regard to employment.

Employers are obliged to ensure safe and hygienic working
conditions, and to check and duly document them.
The Labour Code and other relevant legislation regulate
in detail the employer’s duties connected with health and
safety at work. In particular, the labour law provisions provide
special protection for pregnant employees, minors and
disabled employees.
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13.2 Termination
of employment
13.2.1 Termination of an
individual employment
relationship

Employment contracts may be terminated without notice (a)
due to the fault of the employee, e.g. where the employee
substantially fails to perform his basic duties or where the
employee, through his own fault, loses the qualifications
required to perform the work, and (b) in certain cases defined
by the Labour Code, where the employee is not at fault,
e.g. due to the long-term absence due to the illness of the
employee.
It should be emphasised that an employee whose

The employment relationship may cease as a result of the

employment contract is terminated, either with or without

expiry of the employment contract (e.g. upon the employee’s

notice, has the right of appeal to the Labour Court. If the

death or in other defined circumstances) or of the termination

court determines that the termination of the agreement was

of the employment contract.

unjustified or unlawful, then the employee may claim either

The Labour Code sets out the following methods for

re-instatement at work or compensation.

terminating the employment contract:
QQ mutual

agreement of the parties

QQ statement

by one of the parties, observing a notice period –

13.2.2 Collective dismissals

‘termination with notice’
QQ statement

by one of the parties, without observing a notice

period – ‘termination without notice’

The rules for making collective dismissals are outlined in
the Act on Specific Conditions for Terminating Employees’

QQ the

expiry of the period for which it was concluded

Employment for Reasons not Attributable to Employees of 13

QQ the

completion of the task for which it was concluded.

March 2003, which applies to employers employing at least

Where an agreement is terminated by mutual consent,

20 employees.

the parties will settle all issues connected with termination

A collective dismissal takes place where, within a period of 30

between themselves.

days and for reasons not attributable to the employees, the

Termination of the employment contract with notice is the

employment relationship is terminated with at least:

basic and most common method of termination. The notice

QQ 10

period depends on the type of agreement and the employee’s
length of service.

employees, where the employer employs fewer than 100

employees
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QQ 10%

of employees, where the employer employs at least

100 but no more than 300 employees
QQ 30

The terms of the act apply to employers employing at least 50
employees.

employees, where the employer employs 300 or more

employees.
An employer making collective dismissals must follow
the procedure provided by the act, part of which involves

13.4 Trade unions

negotiations with trade unions, or consultations with
employee representatives where trade unions are not present

The establishment and operation of trade unions is regulated

in the workplace. The aim of these is to define rules for

by the Trade Union Act of 31 May 2001. This act guarantees

making redundancies. On the termination of the employment

trade unions the right to act both in individual and collective

relationship as part of a collective dismissal, employees are

employment issues and, in particular, to:

entitled to a severance pay of one, two or three months’ gross

QQ express

remuneration, depending on their length of service with the
employer.
The guaranteed minimum severance pay is the lower of the
severance pay by length of service, as set out above, and
an amount 15 times the minimum wage. Employers may not
pay less than the guaranteed minimum, but can pay more at
their discretion.

an opinion on individual cases where

an employment contract is terminated
QQ approve

the workplace, remuneration and social benefit

fund by-laws
QQ conduct

negotiations on the terms of social packages,

collective agreements
QQ conduct

negotiations on the terms of collective dismissals,

collective grievances as well as
QQ represent

13.3 Works councils
The Act on Information and Consultation of Employees of 7
April 2006 requires employers to appoint a works council.
This council plays a role in consultation and communicating
information.

employees transferred to another employer.
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14.1 Jurisdiction
14.1.1 Competence of Polish
courts
Polish courts are competent to hear and examine the

14.1.2 Polish civil court system
The Polish court system is comprised of district courts (“Sąd
Rejonowy”), regional courts (“Sąd Okręgowy”), courts of
appeal (“Sąd Apelacyjny”) and the Supreme Court (“Sąd
Najwyższy”). A district court is presumed to be the court of
first instance, though some cases are brought in the first

cases submitted to them according to the provisions of EU

instance directly before a regional court. Namely:

law (Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December

QQ where

the value of the claims exceeds PLN 75,000 in civil

2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement

matters, or PLN 100,000 in commercial matters, though

of judgments in civil and commercial matters) multilateral

pursuant to an amendment of the Code of Civil Procedure,

international conventions (i.e. the Lugano Convention of

there will be no separate commercial procedure and the

16 September 1988 on jurisdiction and the enforcement
of judgments in civil and commercial matters), bilateral
international conventions and, in the absence of any external
law sources, where it is provided in the Polish Code of Civil
Procedure. The parties to the contractual relationship are

PLN 100,000 threshold will no longer apply (see p. 14.4)
QQ where

protection of intellectual and industrial property rights

or against the acts of unfair competition is sought
QQ where

it is aimed to abrogate or invalidate a resolution of

a corporate body.

free to designate Polish courts as competent to settle their

In district and regional courts there are specialised

disputes, if it is stated in writing (a jurisdiction clause).

departments dealing with commercial, labour and

As a general rule, Polish courts have jurisdiction in

social insurance, as well as family law disputes. Certain

accordance with the principle of actor sequitur forum rei

designated commercial departments in district courts deal

(where the defendant is based in Poland), when the defendant

with insolvency proceedings, whereas others maintain

has property in Poland, when the dispute emerged in

the companies register within the National Court Register

Poland or an obligation should have been performed or was

(“Krajowy Rejestr Sądowy”) system. The chosen civil district

performed in Poland. In addition, the exclusive jurisdiction

courts maintain the land register.

of the Polish courts is provided for disputes relating to real
estate in Poland, and the competence of Polish court is
accordingly excluded for overseas real estate.
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14.1.3 Decisions, judgements
and means of appeal

(with certain exceptions i.e. in cases on the protection of
competition).
The Supreme Court might refuse to examine the cassation

The court issues decisions (in general in the course of the

complaint if it estimates that the case does not present

proceedings dealing with incidental matters) or judgments

a significant legal problem or does not refer to an ambiguous

(settling the disputes). All judgments can be appealed against,

legal issue that requires an interpretation from the Supreme

and certain final judgments of the court of second instance

Court.

can be challenged with a cassation complaint. Decisions, on

As a result of an appeal (or a cassation complaint) the court

the other hand, can only be appealed against if they terminate

may:

the proceedings or where provided by law. An appeal

QQ dismiss

against a district court is filed with a regional court, whereas
an appeal against a regional court is filed with a court of
appeal (within 14 days from the day of delivering the judgment
with its reasons – in writing at the request of one of the

an appeal (a cassation complaint) and uphold the

judgment
QQ set

aside the judgment and revert the case for re-

examination
QQ modify

the judgement, where the evidence proceedings

parties – or within 21 days from the public communication of

does not have to be entirely or largely repeated (court of

the judgment where the reasons were not asked for within

second instance only, though the Supreme Court might

seven days from this communication).

exceptionally set aside the judgment if the breach of

There is an exceptional type of a remedy at law against

material law is imminent and settle the dispute).

a final and binding judgment of the court of second instance

There are also other types of exceptional remedies at law

– a cassation complaint – which is filed with the Supreme

against a final and binding judgment such as a motion for

Court within two months from the delivery of that judgment

a resumption of completed proceedings and motion for

with its reasons. However, it can only be submitted under the

a declaration of the unlawfulness of a final judgment.

following conditions:
QQ a

cassation complaint is based on an incorrect application

or interpretation of the law (the Supreme Court does not
examine the facts)
QQ the

assistance of an attorney ad litem is obligatory

QQ the

value of a claim has to exceed PLN 50,000 in civil

matters and PLN 75,000 in commercial matters (see p. 14.4)
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14.2 Evidence
Evidence is required to substantiate facts important for the

14.3 Civil proceedings –
general principles

settlement of the dispute. As a general rule, the burden of
proof lies on the party who attributes legal consequences to

Polish civil proceedings are governed by several fundamental

the fact claimed. However, exceptionally, the judge can admit

principles such as: equal rights of parties to the proceedings,

evidence not requested by the parties. The Code of Civil

objective truth (subject to the principle of inter partes),

Procedure does not limit the range of means of evidence, but

direct examination of evidence by the judge, oral and public

provides for the most commonly used evidence, such as:

hearings, concentration of evidence.

QQ official

Procedural writs (including law suits) are filed with the court

(legal) or private documents (as a general rule,

original documents should be submitted, but it is

and then delivered to the other party by the judge by post.

a common practice to provide copies or copies certified by

The parties may be represented by attorneys ad litem

an attorney of the documents, and to provide with originals

(advocate, legal counsel, patent attorney in industrial property

upon the adversary’s demand)

cases only), the permanent mandatory of a party (if the case

QQ witness
QQ expert

testimony

opinion (a private expert opinion presented by

falls within the scope of a mandate), or an employee of a legal
entity under a specific power of attorney. They may also

a party is not considered as evidence, but it is considered

represent themselves. Where both parties are represented by

only as a party’s statement; it is, however, common to

attorneys ad litem, the procedural writs can be sent directly

produce private expert opinions in order to enforce claims)

themselves.

QQ the

inspection of an object important for the settlement of

a dispute
QQ statements

Court fees are usually calculated on the basis of the value of
the claim (5% of the value), but in some cases the amount of

of parties, where certain facts are still unsettled

by other means of evidence.

the court fees is fixed by law. The claimant, who bears the
fees of the proceedings, can be exempted by the court from

In addition, the judge may order anyone in possession of

this obligation if he can prove that he has insufficient funds

a document that may serve as evidence to file this document

to pay them. However, if a claimant fails in his claims, he

with the court.

remains obliged to reimburse the other party for the expenses
related to the proceedings (i.e. remuneration of a professional
attorney ad litem, within the limits set out in the Ministry of
Justice regulation).
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Before the first hearing, the defendant may reply to

The court can render a partial judgment if only certain claims

a statement of claim (in complex or clearance cases the

are ready to be settled beforehand, and than a final judgment

judge may oblige the defendant to make such a reply). If the

concerning the remaining claims. The court can render

defendant fails to appear at the trial (or appears but does not

a preliminary ruling (judgment on merits) and than decide

participate) and does not lodge a motion to hear the case

on the amount due. The judgment can be accompanied by

in his absence, the court might consider the facts claimed

an immediate enforcement clause, at the party’s demand, if

by the claimant as true (provided that they do not raise any

the protection of its rights requires so (the judgment by default

doubts) and can render a judgment in default. At the parties’

is always immediately enforceable).

consent, the judge can suspend the proceedings and
appoint a mediator, before whom the parties may execute
a court settlement agreement (mediation is confidential).
Even before filing a law suit, a party may demand conciliatory
proceedings, which is facultative in cases where the dispute
can be settled by a settlement (these pre-litigation
proceedings hardly ever succeed, but the demands are
frequently formulated as they interrupt the limitation period of

14.4 Commercial
proceedings –
main differences

the claims).

Commercial proceedings are obligatory for disputes between

Apart from the parties (claimants and defendants) other

companies resulting from their professional activity. Moreover,

participants, such as the main and subsidiary intervener,

it is applied to disputes concerning the relations between

may act in the proceedings. A main intervener files a law suit

partners and shareholders of partnerships and commercial

against both parties to the proceedings if he raises claims

companies, as well as claims against the members of their

as to the object of their litigation. A subsidiary intervener,

governing bodies, on an infringement of environmental law

on the other hand, can enter the ongoing proceedings if he

by a company, resulting from competition law, energy law,

has a legal interest in the settlement of the dispute in favour

telecommunication law, postal law and rail transport law,

of one of the parties. A transfer of the object of litigation in

as well as proceedings against companies aimed at ruling

the course of the proceedings has no suspensive effect (the

the provisions of standard contracts as illicit. As in civil

acquirer may, however, succeed a party in the proceedings

proceedings, commercial disputes are heard by professional

with the other party’s consent). The defendant can file the

judges. There are no separate commercial courts, but there

counterclaims or set off claims.

are special departments in district and regional courts.
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The main differences between civil proceedings in

in complex cases) and may issue a ruling on a non-public

commercial matters and the “ordinary” civil proceedings are

hearing if the case is ready for settlement upon exchange of

listed hereunder:

a statement of claim and a reply thereto, provided that none

QQ irregularities

in pleadings (including statements of claim) are

not asked by the judge to be remedied, but are sent back
to the party and are of no legal force
QQ parties

represented by a professional attorney ad litem, are

bound to deliver pleadings themselves directly
QQ the

judge orders a closed session at a party’s demand,

if a business secret might be revealed in course of the
proceedings
QQ the

of the parties requested a public hearing
QQ the

judgment of a court of first instance on pecuniary claims

or exchangeable movables has force of a security warrant
feasible without endorsing an enforcement formula
QQ two

years after the judgment becomes final and binding,

a motion to resume completed proceedings is not
admissible (unless the party was deprived of the right to act
in the proceedings or was unduly represented).

claimant is bound to include all statements and to

As the Act Amending the Code of Civil Procedure and certain

produce all evidence when submitting the statement of

other laws of 16 September 2011 has recently been signed by

claim, of will not be able to produce such evidence during

the President, some major and significant changes will take

the proceedings the defendant is obliged to reply to

place after this act enters into force, i.e. within 6 months from

a statement of claim within two weeks from receiving it (or

its publication (approx. on May 2012). Namely, commercial

a judgment by default will be issued), which must include

proceedings as a distinct procedure will disappear. However,

all counterevidence and counterstatements. Statements or

the commercial departments in district and regional courts will

evidence not raised or produced in introductive pleadings

be maintained so that their experience can be used in dealing

can only be raised later if the party proves that the need to

with commercial cases on the basis of general procedure.

raise or produce them appeared afterwards, but not later

Some solutions will still apply with some adjustments:

than within 14 days from that moment

QQ the

QQ the

claimant is bound to attach to the statement of claim

obligation to include all statements and to produce

all evidence when submitting a statement of claim or

a summons or a cease and desist letter with which the

counterstatements and counterevidence in the response

defendant did not comply

to a statement of claim is maintained, but the list of

QQ counterclaims

are inadmissible, whereas set-off claims are

authorised as long as they are documented
QQ the

circumstances justifying the delay has been broadened.
Statements or evidence will be taken into consideration if

court should aim at settling the dispute within three

they have been filed with delay without the party’s fault, or if

months (in practice this period is not observed, especially

the inclusion of late claims and the evidence will not cause
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a delay in the recognition of the case or there are other

a debtor’s written statement acknowledgement of a debt, or

exceptional circumstances

a summons accepted by the debtor but returned by a bank

QQ indisputably

beneficial consequence of the amendment

due to insufficient resources on a bank account. An order

is the removal of separate claim value thresholds for

of payment may be also rendered against a party obliged

commercial matters – regional courts will be competent for

on the grounds of a bill of exchange, cheque, warehouse

all disputes above PLN 75,000 (instead of PLN 100,000),

warrant and letter of indemnity if these documents are filled

and the cassation complaint will be accessible in disputes

in correctly and their authenticity or content do not raise any

with a claim value exceeding PLN 50,000 (instead of

doubts. This procedure can be applied both in “ordinary”

PLN 75,000).

civil proceedings and in civil proceedings in commercial
matters. The claimant is obliged to pay only ¼ of the
due court fees, where the outstanding ¾ are paid by the

14.5 Accelerated and
simplified procedures

defendant filing his plea.
Once the criteria are met, the court issues an order of
payment and delivers it to the both parties (the defendant is
also delivered with the statement of claim), urging the latter
to satisfy the claims completely or make a plea within two

The Code of Civil Procedure provides for four accelerated and

weeks. The order of payment has the force of a security

simplified proceedings: proceedings by order of payment,

warrant feasible without endorsing an enforcement formula

reminder proceedings, electronic reminder proceedings and

(and the order of payment rendered on the basis of a bill of

simplified proceedings.

exchange, cheque, warehouse warrant and letter of indemnity
becomes immediately enforceable once the claims are not

14.5.1 Proceedings by an order
of payment

satisfied within the time limit set).
The rules of civil proceedings in commercial matters
concerning counterclaims and set off claims, as well as
pertaining to the submission of arguments and producing

This procedure is applied only at the demand of the claimant

of evidence, apply mutatis mutandis. If the plea is filed

if pursuing pecuniary claims or claims on other exchangeable

properly, the judge fixes a date for the hearing and allows

movables, where the claims are corroborated official (legal)

the claimant to reply to the plea. Nonetheless, the order of

documents, a bill accepted by a debtor or summons with

payment is not invalidated, so its feasibility or enforceability
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can be exceptionally suspended at the defendant’s request.
On the contrary, if the defendant fails to file a plea, or files it
ineffectively, the order of payment has the effect of a final and

14.5.3 Electronic reminder
proceedings

binding judgment. In the judgment rendered afterwards, the

This procedure is a specific type of reminder proceedings

order of payment may be maintained in force or reversed,

in which the claimant is obliged to submit all pleadings by

partially or entirely, and the court adjudicates on the claim.

electronic means (in particular through an internet platform
managed by the Court).These proceedings are optional,

14.5.2 Reminder proceedings

and appropriate for pecuniary claims that could be subject
to the reminder proceedings, as in point 14.5.2 above. The
claimant is obliged to indicate the evidence in the statement

This procedure is applied by the court ex officio if a claimant

of the claim, but is not obliged to submit it. The defendant

pursues a pecuniary claim. It is, however, forbidden to render

is entitled to submit pleadings via electronic means or

an order of payment if a claim is manifestly unfounded or

according to the general rules of Polish civil procedure.

raises doubts, the facts raised in the law suit are doubtful,

An objection against a payment order does not require

a satisfaction of a claim depends on a reciprocal performance

justification or evidence, but should mention any claims that

of the defendant’s obligation, the defendant’s place of

must be presented before the defendant becomes involved

temporary residence in Poland is unknown or if he does

in a dispute on the merits of the case, or the defendant will

not reside in Poland. This procedure applies not only to

lose the right to pursue such claims later. If the objection

“ordinary” civil proceedings, but equally to civil proceedings

is made correctly, the payment order is abrogated by law,

in commercial issues, with all resulting consequences. In

and the Court transfers the case to the relevant Court.

response to a payment order issued and delivered by the

The relevant Court will order the claimant to complete the

court along with the law suit, the defendant should satisfy

statement of claim according to the requirements of the

the claims completely or make an objection within two

relevant proceedings. However, if no objection was made, or

weeks from receiving the payment order. If the objection

was made ineffectively, the payment order has the effect of

is made correctly, the payment order is abrogated by law

a final and binding judgment.

and the judge fixes a hearing. The proceedings are then
conducted on a general, civil or commercial basis. However,
if no objection was made, or was made ineffectively, the
payment order has the effect of a final and binding judgment.
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14.5.4 Simplified proceedings

the claimant proceeds on securing of its claim (this decision
might however be appealed against).

These proceedings are required to settle minor cases where

The Polish Code of Civil Procedure and other laws provide

the dispute arouse from a contract and the value of the

for various forms of injunction depending on the nature of the

claim does not exceed PLN 10,000, or refers to the payment

claims:

of rent irrespective of the amount due. As the aim of these

QQ for

pecuniary claims (inadmissible against the State

proceedings is simplification and acceleration, many rules of

Treasury) – i.e. seizure of movables, resources in a bank

the general proceedings are limited or excluded. Procedural

account or receivable debts, garnishment of salary or

writs are filled in specimen forms. Expert opinions are not
admissible. If, however, the court considers that the case

wages, setting up a compulsory mortgage etc.
QQ for

non-pecuniary claims – i.e. temporary fixation of

is complicated, the general rules of civil or commercial

the rights and obligations of the parties for the time of

proceedings will be applied. No cassation complaint is

proceedings, prohibition on the sale of objects or rights that

admissible.

form the object of the proceedings etc.
The obliged party may demand the modification or annulment
of the injunction at any time if the reason for granting it has

14.6 Injunction

disappeared or changed. In addition, the injunction expires if:
QQ the

obliged party pays the amount claimed into a deposit

account of the court
Proceedings to secure claims are admissible in every civil
and commercial case, as well as in cases where a court or

QQ the

law suit or the motion is finally returned, rejected or

dismissed

arbitration is competent. They are granted at the request of

QQ the

a party or another participant to the proceedings, as long as

QQ within

its claim is shown to be probable and that the non-issuance
of an injunction will hinder or prevent the enforcement of

proceedings are declared discontinued
one month after the judgment granting the claims

becomes final and binding (in order to enable to the
claimant to proceed on enforcement).

a future judgment. The protection may be given in the course

If an injunction expired without a final judgment granting

of the proceedings or even before (if before, the court sets

the claims, the obliged party can pursue the claimant for

a time limit in which proceedings must be initiated, not longer

indemnity for any damage suffered.

than 14 days). These proceedings are ex parte and the
obliged party is informed that the measure was taken once
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14.7 Enforcement
of judgments

receivership, sale of the commercial establishment), as well as
of non-pecuniary claims. For the purposes of the enforcement
of ‘irreplaceable actions’ (those that can only be executed
by the debtor) the courts can only impose fines that do not

Cases on the enforcement of judgments fall within the

exceed PLN 100,000 in total. However, the aforementioned

jurisdiction of district courts and court enforcement officers

amendment act (see p. 14.4) adds the possibility for the

(“bailiffs”). The acts of enforcement are undertaken by bailiffs

creditor to receive a sum of money for every day of delay, or

under enforcement titles. Enforcement titles are:

for any subsequent breach of the judgment, whereas the total

QQ a

final and binding judgment

amount of fines that may be imposed will be raised to PLN

QQ a

judgment immediately enforceable

1,000,000. The district court might be assigned to give orders

QQ judicial,

mediation or arbitration settlements

QQ arbitration

awards

QQ uncontested
QQ submission

payment orders

to enforcement in the form of a notarial deed,

and instructions if necessary for the proper conduct of the
proceedings. As a general rule, the creditor has to cover the
bailiff’s expenses, but the fee for enforcing pecuniary claims is
charged to the debtor.

as well as
QQ judgments
QQ court

settlements and authentic instruments on uncontested

claims certified with an European Enforcement Order.
An order for the execution of the enforcement is delivered
upon a motion for indorsing the order, filed with the district
court (the order should be issued within three days, but
in practice this time limit is not strictly observed). These
incidental proceedings are ex parte.

14.8 Recognition and
enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitration
awards

The enforcement of the judgment is initiated at the creditor’s
demand, which is communicated to the debtor by the bailiff

The procedure on recognition or enforcement varies

along with the acts of enforcement taken. There are various

depending on the country of origin (judgments that are not

ways of enforcing pecuniary claims (seizure and sale of

enforceable are submitted to recognition).

movables and immovables, garnishment of salary or wages,
seizure of resources on a bank account or receivable debts,
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14.8.1 Foreign judgments

Recognition – Other = foreign judgments
(unless provided otherwise in the

Recognition – European Community

international convention Poland is

Member States judgments

a party to)

A judgment rendered or other judicial decision (such as on

A judgment is recognised by a Polish regional court in

injunctions) issued in a member state is recognised by the

accordance with the principle of reciprocity, at the party’s

Polish regional court without any special procedure being

demand, on the condition that the case was admissible for

required. A judgment will not be recognised if recognition

the recourse to law (according to Polish law), judgment is

would be manifestly contrary to the Polish public policy and

final and binding in the country of origin, the case does not

a rule of law, where it was given in default of appearance,

belong (according to Polish law or under an international

if the defendant was not served with the document that

convention) to the exclusive jurisdiction of Polish or a foreign

instituted the proceedings or with an equivalent document in

country’s court, as well as if the judgment was rendered in

sufficient time and in such a way as to enable him to arrange

accordance with fundamental principles of civil proceedings.

for his defence, unless the defendant failed to commence

The proceedings on recognition are inter partes.

proceedings to challenge the judgment when it was possible
for him to do so, if it is irreconcilable with a judgment given

Enforcement – judgments from European

in a dispute between the same parties in Poland or if it is

Community member states

irreconcilable with an earlier judgment given in another

A judgment issued in a member state and enforceable in that

member state or in a third state involving the same cause

state will be enforced in Poland if, at the request of a party,

of action and between the same parties, provided that the

it is declared enforceable in that other member state. As far

earlier judgment meets the conditions necessary for its

as the enforcement of judgments, court settlements and

recognition in Poland.

authentic instruments on uncontested claims certified as

Under no circumstances can a foreign member state

a European Enforcement Order are concerned, see 14.7

judgment be reviewed by the Polish court on its substance.

above.
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Enforcement – Other foreign judgments

the regularity of arbitration clause and proceedings before

(unless provided otherwise in the

arbitration. Poland has ratified the Convention New York of 7

international convention Poland is

June 1959 on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign

a party to)

Arbitral Awards.

Judgments rendered by a foreign court will be declared
enforceable by the Polish district court at the party’s request
if the judgment is enforceable in the country of origin, the
case was admissible for the recourse to law (according to
Polish law), the judgment is final and binding in the country of
origin, the case does not belong (according to Polish law or
under an international convention) to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Polish or foreign country’s court, and if the judgment
was rendered in accordance with fundamental principles of
modern civil proceedings. The proceedings on enforcement
are inter partes.

14.8.2 Arbitration awards
Every arbitration award, whether Polish-based, institutional or
ad hoc, arbitration court or foreign (international) arbitration
tribunal, has the power of a court judgment if it is recognised
or declared enforceable by the Polish regional court. The
court refuses to recognise or to declare its enforceability if
the subject matter was not apt for settlement by arbitration
under the Polish law or if the recognition or enforcement of
the award would have been contrary to Polish public policy
and the rule of law. As for arbitration awards issued outside
Poland, the law provides for additional conditions related to
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Introducing the BPCC

Our offer
Join us and we will make sure you get the best out of your

Who we are

membership:
QQ direct

access to 500 member companies and 200,000

business contacts
We’ve been networking business relationships in Poland
since the early days of the market economy. Today we
reach out across Poland and the UK promoting the best
of each country. Our executive team works with you to
support your business growth. Partnership and networking
is at the very heart of what we do. Whether you are a large

QQ investor

advice and business data from market experts and

sector specialists
QQ innovative

QQ access

to director-level commercial and government

decision makers

global corporate or a small company employing a few

QQ first-class

people – if you’re doing business between Poland and the

QQ support

UK – we want to speak with you. In recent years we have
been recognised as the best British chamber in continental
Europe no fewer than four times by COBCOE, a network
of over 10,000 businesses in over 30 European countries.
Joining us enables you to network and grow your business

B2B media: Contact magazine and www.bpcc.

org.pl Portal

networking, certified training and VIP events

for importers and exporters from the UK and

Poland
QQ up-to-the

minute economic information and market sector

intelligence
QQ customised

products, on-demand services and individual

offerings

in Poland, one of Europe’s highest growth potential

Membership is corporate therefore, when your company

economies.

joins, every employee is entitled to make use of the benefits
offered by all the regional offices across Poland and the UK.
Ask our relationship management team about how we
can promote your business.
www.bpcc.org.pl
membership@bpcc.org.pl
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The Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency

in the negotiations. The Foreign Investment Department

(PAIiIZ) has been servicing investors since 1992. Its mission is

assists the companies at the investment and also supports

to create a positive image of Poland in the world and increase
the inflow of foreign direct investments by encouraging

the firms which have already invested in Poland.
QQ One

of the most important departments is the Economic

international companies to invest in Poland. PAIiIZ is a useful

Promotion Department. Promotional activities of the

partner for foreign entrepreneurs entering the Polish market.

department include annual organisation of exhibitions

The Agency guides investors through all the essential

both in Poland and abroad, seminars, conferences as well

administrative and legal procedures that involve a project. It

as economic forums for investors. It is also responsible

also provides rapid access to complex information relating to

for organising study tours for foreign journalists, thanks

legal and business matters regarding investments. Moreover,

to whom the public opinion and foreign companies may

it helps with finding the appropriate partners and suppliers

learn about the Polish economic situation. The Economic

together with new locations.

Promotion Department is in constant contact with both

The Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency

the domestic and foreign media, providing them with

provides professional advisory services for new investors in

up-to-date information on foreign investments in Poland,

Poland, including:

through TV, radio and press (promotional spots, articles,

QQ assistance

adverts). It is also responsible for publishing publications

and support for finding the best location for

investment
QQ finding

and promotion materials, guidebooks, sectoral reports,

the potential cooperation partners and suppliers

QQ support

concerning the investment incentives

QQ assistance

for the entrepreneurs during the whole

investment process.

information leaflets and multimedia presentations on Poland
and its economy. The Economic Promotion Department
issues every week a newsletter, both in Polish and English,
that reaches over 10 thousand recipients.
QQ The

Regional Development Department is responsible

In order to ensure the best quality of service, the Agency

for preparing investment offers for potential investors.

is divided into departments and bureaus with defined

The Regional Development Department manages and up

responsibilities.

dates the database of investment offers (brownfield and

QQ The

Foreign Investment Department is responsible for

greenfield). Therefore the RDD cooperates with Special

winning foreign investors and ensuring the best quality of

Economic Zones, local authorities and Regional Investor

services. The employees of this department advise the

Assistance Centres, which work on promotion and

companies in scope of the best location and take part

increasing the FDI inflow into regions.

Foreign Investors
are Coming to Poland
QQ The

Economic Information Department collects and

QQ Accountancy,

financial, administrative and IT tasks are

analyses economical data, which can be used by the

carried out by the Bureau for Finance and Logistics.

Agency or interested companies. The scope of duties

The employees of this department are responsible for

also includes monitoring foreign investment in Poland and

organising financial documents and monitoring the financial

Polish investment abroad, establishing co-operation with
domestic and international business partners and research
institutions. The Economic Information Department is
also responsible for maintaining Poland’s OECD National
Contact Point and managing the Agency’s website.
QQ Bureau

for Eastern Poland Economic Promotion

condition of the agency.
QQ The

Bureau for Organisation and Human Ressources is

responsible for organisational and HR issues as well as
training.
QQ The

Audit and Control Department is responsible for the

internal auditing of the Agency.

Programme is mainly responsible for performing tasks
within the scope of Eastern Poland Macroregion promotion

Besides the OECD National Contact Point, the Agency also

in compliance with the Eastern Poland Economic Promotion

maintains an Information Point for companies interested in

Programme (Measure I.4 Promotion and Co-operation,

European Funds. All of the Agency activities are supported by

component Promotion, Development of Eastern Poland

the Regional Investor Assistance Centres. Thanks to training

Operational Programme). The Bureau is responsible for

and ongoing support by the Agency, the Centres provide

organising the participation of Eastern Poland companies in

complex professional services for investors at voivodship

fairs/exhibitions in Poland and abroad; performing outgoing

level. Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency is the

and incoming economic missions; organising national/

best source of knowledge, not only for foreign companies,

foreign theme conferences, seminaries and economic

but also for domestic companies.

fora; preparing for and carrying out study visits of foreign
journalists in Poland and Eastern Poland representatives

On the website www.paiz.gov.pl an investor can find all the

abroad; preparing information/ promotion materials and the

necessary information concerning key facts about Poland, the

distribution of thereof during organised events; supervising

Polish economy, legal regulations in Poland and all detailed

of promotional campaign process in national and foreign

information which could be useful for any company wanting to

media; co-ordinating of PR activities providing information

set up a business in Poland.

about the stage of performing the Programme; supervising
and holding the contest for the company/regional

Contact us to learn more about how your company can profit

authorities related to implemented promotion activities.

from the unique business potential of Poland.
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Contact details:
The Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency
Foreign Investment Department
ul. Bagatela 12, 00-585 Warsaw, Poland
tel: (+48) 22 334 98 75, fax: (+48) 22 334 99 99
e-mail: post@paiz.gov.pl, invest@paiz.gov.pl
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